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# General Description and Training Model

The Clinical Psychology Program at the University of Washington is a Ph.D. program designed to achieve an integration of academic, scientific, and professional training. This program is fully accredited by the American Psychological Association and is a founding member of the Academy for Clinical Science. The goal of the program is to develop competent and creative clinical scientists who are capable of functioning successfully in academic, research, clinical, and community settings. Within this multifaceted training framework, we seek to train students who are interested in research careers. Our training program is primarily an apprenticeship for a career that will encompass making significant contributions to scientific clinical psychology. This is not the right program for those planning to pursue non-research oriented careers as clinicians.

This training program places a strong emphasis on flexibility so that students can identify and work toward their own specialized clinical research goals while at the same time attaining the general knowledge and skill competencies required of clinical psychologists today. An effort is made to create a learning environment that capitalizes on students' inherent motivation to learn and develop, and one in which students and faculty work closely together in collegial relationships.

The Clinical Psychology Program values ethnic and cultural diversity and makes available training experiences with traditionally underserved populations, including ethnic minority groups, those with developmental disabilities, and children. The program has a specialty track in Child Clinical Psychology. This is a formal area of specialization and students must apply specifically for admission to this track.

In addition to the formal specialty track in Child Clinical, students with interests in evaluating process issues, outcome in psychotherapy, community interventions, prevention programs, close relationships and social support, affective and emotional development, developmental disabilities, neuropsychology, psychophysiology, brain-behavior relations and research on parenting and family influences will find that there are faculty members conducting research in these specialty areas.

## Curriculum

The program emphasizes academic research, while also providing opportunities for applied clinical training. Thus, our curriculum includes supervised clinical training in psychological assessment and treatment within our own training clinic, clerkship and internship training in settings outside the Department of Psychology. Completion of the Ph.D. in Clinical Psychology is expected to take five to seven years, including a full-time one year clinical internship at an independent training facility.

As an APA approved program, instruction is provided in scientific and professional ethics and standards, research design and methodology, statistics, psychological assessment and historical developments in psychology. Students typically take most of their required courses in clinical psychology during the first two years and complete their departmental and breadth requirements by the third or fourth year. By meeting program requirements, students gain basic knowledge of biological, cognitive, affective, and social bases of behavior. Required courses in the clinical area include: Issues in Clinical Psychology, Behavior Disorders or Child Psychopathology, Systems of Psychotherapy, Clinical Personality Assessment, and Minority Mental Health. Elective courses in the Clinical Program include Behavioral Assessment, Single Subject Design, Cognitive Therapy for Depression, clinical practica in Dialectical Behavior Therapy, Functional Analytic Psychotherapy, and Treatment of Anxiety Disorders, and courses in addictive behaviors assessment and treatment. In addition, students specializing in Child Clinical Psychology take several courses relevant to this specialty, such as, intelligence assessment, child treatment, and advanced child assessment. Various
additional assessment courses are available to all students as electives. A complete list of all required courses, and a typical student sequence of courses are included in the Appendices of this manual.

The clinical psychology curriculum is organized around five competency areas. These areas are: personality, psychopathology, psychological assessment, psychotherapy and behavior change, and community-diversity studies. A wide array of course offerings, seminars, clinical practica, and research experiences are available for competency training in each area. Students are also encouraged to view the University as a rich resource that they can use to their benefit.

The Psychology Department itself is large and many classes offered by other areas, including cognitive, social, developmental, quantitative, and behavioral neuroscience, are relevant for student training. Other departments in the College of Arts and Sciences that may offer coursework of interest to clinical students include educational psychology, neurobiology, sociology, political science, anthropology, and American ethnic studies. In addition, within the University there is a School of Social Work, a College of Education, a School of Public Health and Community Medicine, and a College of Architecture and Urban Planning in addition to the School of Medicine. We highly encourage students to take advantage of the many opportunities throughout the University of Washington community.

Clinical Training

Didactic training related to clinical issues, assessment of clinical problems, psychopathology, and the principles of psychotherapy and behavior change begins in the first year. Students typically begin their work with clinic clients in their second year and continue to see clients throughout their course of studies. The second year Clinical Methods sequence provides supervised psychotherapy and assessment experiences in the Psychological Services & Training Center (Clinic), which is located on campus. While completing the second year placement at the Clinic, students receive at least one hour of supervision for each hour of case contact. Supervision is provided either by core clinical faculty or by affiliated faculty who are clinicians in the community. Our supervisors represent diverse therapeutic models and orientations, ranging from psychodynamic to cognitive-behavioral to family systems, with an emphasis on empirically-supported interventions.

Supervised clinical practica outside of the Department are available after the second year and provide additional breadth of training. Students can select practica in numerous Seattle-area settings including Children's Hospital and Medical Center, the Center on Human Development and Disability, the Pain Clinic, the Autism Center, and Rehabilitation Medicine, all of which are affiliated with the University of Washington School of Medicine. Two Veterans Administration Hospitals and various community mental health centers also offer training opportunities for students.

The Seattle area has many wonderful resources for clinical training. In addition, faculty members offer clinical training opportunities in conjunction with their research on areas such as cognitive-behavioral therapies for depression and anxiety, dialectical behavior therapy (DBT) for borderline personality disorder, functional analytic psychotherapy (FAP), social skills training approaches to working with conduct problem children, therapy for children with autism and developmental disabilities, and motivational interviewing and relapse prevention therapy for addictive behaviors. As with coursework, students have considerable flexibility in choosing clinical training experiences.

Clinical training culminates with the internship, which is a required year of full-time intensive clinical training at a facility outside of the Psychology Department. Students must independently apply and compete for internship appointments. The internship is typically completed in the fifth or sixth year of study. Students in our program typically have been very successful in obtaining their top choices of internships. Recent students in our program have been offered internships at Stanford University Children's Hospital, Harvard Medical School, Brown University Medical Center, UCLA Medical Center, University of California at San Francisco Medical Hospital, the University of Washington Medical School, Denver Children's Hospital, Oregon Health Sciences University, and other leading medical and psychological training centers.
Research Training

Students are assigned a research advisor and a co-advisor upon admission to the program. Students are expected to be involved in research throughout their years in the program. Research training begins in the first year with coursework in statistics and research design, and computer skills. Students collaborate with faculty on a variety of research projects and also engage in independent research. By the end of the first year, students have developed a formal research proposal for an initial study (typically, the Second Year Project).

All students are required to complete a Second Year Project, which is similar to a Master's thesis and must be submitted in written form according to APA-format. A formal presentation of the study is presented at the annual departmental Research Festival, held at the end of the academic year. Upon formation of an appropriate committee, the Second Year Project can be used to obtain a Master's Degree. However, it should be noted that the University of Washington Clinical Program does not grant a terminal Master's Degree. Obtaining the Master's is merely an optional step in the process of completing the doctoral program. (A full description of requirements for the Second Year Project is contained in the appendix of this manual.)

Every year since 1974, the University of Washington has been the nation’s top-ranked public university in terms of federal grant funding, garnering more than $1 billion in grants and contracts in 2007... The clinical faculty is extremely productive both in terms of professional publications and in obtaining research grant funding, and the clinical program has consistently been ranked in the top five nationally. In 2003, the program received the Distinguished Program Award from the Association for the Advancement of Behavior Therapy (now the Association for Behavioral & Cognitive Therapies) for the quality of its faculty and its longstanding history of producing exceptionally well-trained clinical scientists. Most faculty members hold a major federally funded research grant and several hold multiple grants. These research grants provide many students with financial support as Research Assistants while offering research experience. Students are also quite successful in having their research accepted for presentation at professional conferences and in publishing the results of their research. We highly encourage students to become involved in conference presentations and publishing their work as early as possible. The Wagner Fund, through a competitive application process, provides clinical students with some financial support for conference presentations. Research training culminates in the doctoral dissertation, which typically represents a line of research inquiry initiated by the student.

Teaching

We strongly recommend that all students obtain some teaching experience during their years in the program. Teaching experience in undergraduate courses is available through departmental teaching assistantships. Clinical teaching and supervisory experience can also be obtained through teaching assistantships in clinical assessment, or at the clinic during one's advanced years in the program. Faculty members supervise the teaching experiences obtained by graduate students. Advanced students may also have the opportunity to teach daytime or evening classes.

Competency Demonstration/"Generals"

The General Examination is typically completed during the third or fourth year. In order to complete "Generals," which is required to formally become a Ph.D. candidate, students must demonstrate a satisfactory degree of competence in
research and writing. Each student chooses a committee consisting of at least four faculty members (two must be in clinical and one, the Graduate School Representative, is chosen by the student and appointed by the Graduate School). The student works closely with this committee to select a topic and procedures for competency demonstration. Demonstration will be accomplished through producing a publication-quality empirical article, presenting a Psychological Bulletin type review paper, and presenting an approved dissertation proposal that includes a comprehensive literature review. Finally, students will defend their written papers or proposals orally to their committee. A full description of the requirements for the General Examination is included in the appendix of this manual.

### Admission Procedures

The Clinical Psychology Program and the specialty track in Child Clinical typically attract very highly qualified applicants. Several hundred applicants each year compete for the few spots in either the clinical program or the child track within the program, which have separate application procedures. As such, admission to the program is highly competitive and entering students have very strong credentials, excellent letters of recommendation and previous research experience. We value diversity in our program, and ethnic minority students and male as well as female students are strongly encouraged to apply.

**Students must indicate at the time of application whether they are applying to the Clinical program or to the Child Clinical track within this program.** Admissions procedures for the child track are separate from that for the rest of the program.

Although some attempt to match applicants with individual faculty member interests is made during this process, final admission decisions are made by the full faculty. As such, it is recommended that students review the list of faculty research interests since it has been our experience that students do best in the program if their interests are represented among the core faculty.

As part of the admission process, we do not encourage applicants to contact us with requests for interviews. Due to the large applicant pool and the time and energy involved in interviewing, phone and personal interviews are generally reserved for applicants who are being considered in the final pool from which offers of admission will be made.

### Student Characteristics and Attrition

The program is presently comprised of approximately 55 students. Students vary widely in their backgrounds, experiences, and characteristics with no one typical “profile” other than that of excellence. Approximately 80% of our currently enrolled students are female, and ages range from early 20's to mid-30's. Most often, entering students have taken at least one year off after obtaining their undergraduate degree to gain further research and/or clinical experience. The program has traditionally had a strong commitment to the recruitment and training of ethnic minority students; approximately 35% of our students are ethnic minority group members. Over the last five years, entering class sizes have ranged from 5 to 9, with about 40 percent of the class in the child clinical track.

We accept very few students from a large pool of qualified applicants. Once admitted, we fully expect that all students will complete the program, and we do everything possible to facilitate that process. Student morale is generally high and attrition from the program is quite low (less than 2 percent over the past decade).
Financial Support

All students admitted to the program are guaranteed academic year financial support for their first four years in the program. Summer support is available through research appointments and a limited number of TA appointments. Though not contractually obligated to do so beyond that point, we have always been able to support students throughout their stay in the program. Support occurs through teaching and research assistants and through both internal (e.g., U.W. Royalty Research Awards) and competitive extramural grants (e.g., National Research Service Awards, National Science Foundation Graduate Fellowships) that students obtain.

More specific information on financial support is to be found in the Department’s Graduate Program Manual. The most recent version of that section in the departmental manual is reproduced in Appendix G. As noted there, please see the Graduate program Administrator (Jeanny Mai) for any updates that might occur during the academic year.

Student Evaluation

In addition to evaluations received in the form of grades for formal coursework, graduate student progress in the program is evaluated yearly by both the clinical program and the Department of Psychology. The evaluation for the first two years is especially thorough and students are provided with specific and detailed feedback from the clinical area. The evaluation is meant to let students know about accomplishments that we consider to be especially noteworthy, as well as to inform them of any potential problem areas in a timely fashion. In addition to formal feedback from the academic advisor, students also receive feedback from their clinical supervisors in conjunction with all practicum placements, either in our own clinic or at other approved settings. Students are also encouraged to maintain close contact with their advisors, mentors and advisory committee throughout their time in the program. We make every effort to let students know about potential problems by both formal and informal means. We are also committed to helping students work through difficulties that they may encounter in their coursework, clinical work, or research.

Job Placements

Graduates of our program generally have been very successful in obtaining employment in the area of their choice. Our students can be found in a wide array of settings including Departments of Psychology in major universities, medical centers, postdoctoral positions, and mental health centers. Among our recent graduates, two have recently been awarded prestigious FIRST grant awards from the National Institute of Mental Health and one has received a teaching award at her university.

Philosophy About Program Requirements

Our commitment to a flexible program that is aimed at helping to maximize the ability of all students to pursue their own goals and interests is something that we value highly. This means that there is variability from student to student in the amount of coursework they take and the nature of Second Year Projects, Generals, and the dissertation. The guidelines that follow in the appendices set basic standards for the completion of these requirements; however, some latitude exists for the student to negotiate with his or her advisor or advisory committee as to the exact nature and scope of each undertaking.
The Department of Psychology’s Graduate Program Manual and various other handouts are available to all students in helping them to develop an annual plan for meeting department-wide or university-wide requirements. Your mentor, other advisors, the clinical faculty, and the Director of Clinical Training are important sources of support and guidance, but ultimately we expect students to be in charge of developing their own program of studies that is tailored to their unique goals, yet meets the requirements of the program, department, and University.

Program Faculty

There are currently 15 faculty members in the Clinical Psychology Training Program. Ronald Smith is Director of the Clinical Psychology Training Program. Liliana Lengua is Head of the Child Clinical Track and Jane Simoni is the Head of the Adult Clinical Track. Clinical students may have primary advisors outside of the clinical program; however, there must be representation from the core clinical faculty on the advisory committee of all clinical students.

A brief description of clinical faculty members and their current research interests follows, together with a list of representative publications.

**Kim Barrett,**  
*Senior Lecturer, Ed.D., University of San Francisco, 1989.*

My research, clinical work, and teaching focus on intersections of psychology, race, and culture. My current research investigates childhood experiences with racism and resulting emotional and academic consequences; as well as the impact of racism on identity development in children and adolescents. I am also interested in refugee mental health and the adaptation of refugees following war and sociopolitical trauma; and increasing the cultural competence of professionals who provide services to racial and cultural minorities.

**Representative Publications**

**Ana Mari Cauce,**  
*Professor and Provost, Ph.D., Yale, 1984.*

I am a child clinical-community psychologist with a particular interest in adolescent development
within ethnic minority and high-risk communities. My research program stresses the importance of ecological/contextual factors in development, including neighborhood features, social support networks, and cultural factors, as they affect families with adolescent children.

Together with faculty and student colleagues, I have most recently been conducting longitudinal research with Mexican American adolescents and their families in California, focusing on factors that lead to positive school, mental health, and competence outcomes. My approach to research draws heavily from community psychology principals and perspectives, which include an emphasis on competency, prevention, empowerment, and a respect for individual and cultural differences. In order to best meet the needs of children and families, I believe that we will need to develop more complex interactional models which take into account the ecological niches that individuals inhabit.

**Representative Publications**


**Shannon Dorsey**

*Associate Professor, PhD, University of Georgia, 2003*

My research is on evidence-based treatments (EBT) for children and adolescents, with a particular focus on dissemination and implementation of EBT domestically and internationally. I have often focused on Trauma-focused Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (TF-CBT), with hybrid research designs that include both effectiveness and implementation questions. Within these broad areas, I have studied EBT adaptation for unique populations (e.g., foster care) and training and supervision strategies to deliver TF-CBT and other EBT. I am currently conducting a study of supervision of TF-CBT in community mental health settings, which includes a descriptive study of common supervision practices and a randomized controlled trial (RCT) of “gold standard” supervision strategies. A second RCT, in Tanzania and Kenya, uses a task-shifting/task-sharing model in which lay counselors, with little to no prior mental health training, deliver group-based TF-CBT to children and adolescents who have experienced the death of one or both parents, under close supervision by TF-CBT experts. I am also interested testing EBT in other low and middle income countries (LMIC), with current work in Southern Iraq, the Thai-Burmese border, Colombia, Zambia, and Ethiopia. In collaboration with a colleague at Johns Hopkins, I developed a common elements intervention for use by lay counselors in LMIC. The ultimate goal of my research is to improve mental health services.

My clinical orientation is cognitive behavioral, with a specialty in EBT for child trauma exposure (TF-CBT) and behavioral problems (Helping the NonCompliant Child, Parent-Child Interaction Therapy).

**Representative Publications (# indicates student or mentee publication)**

Corey Fagan,
Director, Psychological Services and Training Center, Ph.D.,
University of Massachusetts, 1988

I direct the Psychological Services and Training Center (the Clinic), which is the primary clinical training site for graduate students in the clinical psychology program. The mission of the Clinic is to train future clinical scientists and scientist/practitioners.

My responsibilities include managing a support staff of two full-time, and up to five part-time employees, two Clinic teaching assistants and approximately thirty to forty graduate student trainees. I oversee the selection and assignment of all prospective clients and the recruitment and assignment of clinical supervisors. As such, I am the primary liaison between the in-house faculty and the community-based supervisors. In conjunction with the DCT, I develop and enforce Clinic policies and procedures.

Each year I teach the Clinical Methods sequence for second year students which consists of an Introduction to Clinical Interviewing and a Clinical Ethics course. I also organize the Clinical Colloquium in which I bring in outside speakers to address important clinical issues such as working with ethnically and culturally diverse populations. And I run the Clinic Practicum, providing both individual supervision and small group consultation to graduate students. Periodically, I also teach CBT for Depression and a class on Consultation and Supervisory Skills.

In concert with Jon Hauser, I oversee the development of EAS-C (Evidence-based Assessment System for Clinicians), a software platform designed to allow clinicians to easily collect outcome data on client progress. I am also conducting research on the functionality and usability of the system, with the goal of using it as a tool to train clinicians in how to integrate science into practice.
Lynn Fainsilber Katz,  
Research Professor, Ph.D., University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 1990

My primary research interests are in examining familial factors related to risk and resilience in children's socioemotional development. I am particularly interested in children's ability to regulate emotion in face of adverse environments and life events, and how parenting both supports the development of child emotion regulation abilities and buffers children from negative developmental outcomes. My research integrates theorizing on biological processes (autonomic nervous system and neuroendocrine functioning) and social processes to develop theoretical models of family relationships.

One major focus of my current efforts is in understanding adjustment and coping in families with children who have been newly diagnosed with cancer. We will be assessing families over the course of their first year of cancer treatment to identify when families are at greatest risk for psychological distress. The quality of family relationships will be examined in multiple family subsystems, including the inter-adult, parent-child and sibling relationships. Our focus is on the stresses families experience, changes in family relationships over the course of treatment, and both risk and protective factors that are associated with adjustment outcomes in children and caregivers.

Another adverse life event currently being investigated is the effects of intimate partner violence on children. We have taken our basic research findings on child adjustment in face of intimate partner violence and developed a parenting intervention for female survivors. We have found that when parents are aware and coaching of children’s emotions even within the context of family violence, children show better adjustment than when parents are unaware and do not coach children’s emotions. We have completed the intervention in partnership with domestic violence agencies in the greater Puget Sound area, and are currently analyzing results.

My approach to research emphasizes the importance of specificity in understanding those processes that lead to risk for psychopathology. I believe that only by understanding the specific interpersonal and intrapersonal processes most detrimental to children’s development that successful intervention programs can be developed to address those risk factors. I am also committed to understanding family strength as well as weakness, and in identifying protective mechanisms that buffer children from negative outcomes.

**Representative Publications**


William H. George,

*Professor, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1982*

Alcohol has been linked with various social problems, particularly violence, sexual assault, and HIV/AIDS related sexual risk taking. My primary research focuses on alcohol’s role in such problems and emphasizes two theoretical approaches: Alcohol Expectancy Theory and Alcohol Myopia Theory. Alcohol expectancies are beliefs about the effects of alcohol that are acquired through personal and/or vicarious drinking experiences. Expectancies influence the initiation of drinking episodes; and they shape what one experiences and how one behaves after drinking. Alcohol myopia is a product of physiologically impaired cognitive functioning and results in a tendency to over-focus on cues that impel behavior and to under-focus on cues that inhibit behavior. Alcohol’s involvement in acquaintance and date rape evokes additional formulations. Gender differences in socialization about sexuality prepare men and women to adopt adversarial roles in social interactions characterized by romantic/sexual overtones. The addition of alcohol to such interactions may fuel patterns of misperception and miscommunication that increase the likelihood of sexually coercive and/or aggressive behaviors. We have also begun to investigate the role of sexual victimization history (both child and adult sexual assault) in these behaviors as well as in sexual risk taking behaviors. Drawing on these ideas, my colleagues, my students, and I conduct experiments examining alcohol’s effects on responses related to sexual assault and risk taking. These studies typically involve questionnaires assessing expectancies, background personality factors, and sexual victimization history; followed by administration of alcohol or control beverages and presentation of sexual and/or violent stimuli. I am also interested in cultural issues in psychology. This especially includes cultural factors pertinent to sexuality, sexual victimization/perpetration, substance use, clinical forensic services, and clinical practice. These interests manifest primarily in studies investigating racial and ethnic factors in sexual perception and behavior. Related emerging research activities focus on the role of cultural factors in Asian American alcohol use, perceptions of Asian American women, and sexual risk behaviors among African American women and men.

**Representative and Selected Recent Publications**


My primary interest is in the developmental psychopathology of substance use disorders, with a focus on adolescence as a high risk period. My research focuses on how adolescents come to use alcohol and drugs, and how that use progresses into substance abuse and dependence. My work has attempted to understand how cognitive and emotional aspects of self-regulation develops across adolescence, how context shapes their development, and how these forms of self-regulation may either enhance or buffer the effects of other risk factors on problematic alcohol and drug use.

Coupled with my substantive interest in developmental pathways to substance use disorders is a secondary interest in quantitative methods, with an emphasis on structural equation modeling, analysis of change over time, multilevel modeling, and tests of mediation.

My clinical work focuses on the assessment and treatment of adolescents and adults with comorbid substance use and psychiatric disorders, with a secondary interest in adolescent mood disorders. My primary therapeutic approach is motivational interviewing; and I am an active member of the Motivational Interviewing Network of Trainers (MINT). My secondary clinical expertise is in cognitive-behavioral therapies.

**Representative Publications** *(italics indicates student or postdoc co-author)*


Robert J. Kohlenberg, Professor, Ph.D., ABPP, UCLA, 1968

My major interests are in enhancing the efficacy of behavior therapy and mindfulness based procedures for anxiety disorders, OCD, mood disorders and co-morbid substance abuse (smoking); psychotherapy integration; the self and the client-therapist relationship. My approach to these topics is based on functional analysis and the therapy is known as Functional Analytic Psychotherapy and is described in


Secondary interest: Qualitative research methods and single subject designs.


Mary E. Larimer,
Professor, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1992

I received my doctorate from this program in 1992, and have been a member of the faculty since 1995. My primary focus for both research and clinical practice is the prevention of alcohol problems among adolescents and young adults, although I also conduct research on prevention of problem gambling and disordered eating. I currently have multiple grants funded by NIAAA and NIDA to conduct longitudinal prevention efficacy trials with both college-attending and non-college young adults. As Director of the Center for the Study of Health and Risk Behaviors and an Associate Director of the Addictive Behaviors Research Center on campus, I am also involved in several other studies of alcohol and drug prevention and treatment, involving diverse and often underserved populations.

Representative Publications (bold indicates student or postdoc co-author)


Liliana J. Lengua
Professor, Ph.D., Arizona State University, 1994

My research uses a bioecological framework to understand the development of children's emotional, social and behavioral adjustment during early and middle childhood. I study the complex relations among individual, interpersonal, and contextual factors in development. I am particularly interested in individual differences in children's responses to disadvantage and stress with the goal of identifying children who are at heightened risk for developing problems, as well as children who are resilient in the face of risk. Thus, my research examines children's temperament, appraisals and coping as potential mediators and moderators of the effects of disadvantage, negative life events, and family factors on children's adjustment. In addition, I have been studying children's individual differences in response to parenting by examining temperament as it interacts and transacts with parenting to predict children's adjustment. My goal is to enhance our understanding of the etiology of adjustment problems and positive adjustment, both for basic knowledge about development and to inform interventions aimed at preventing adjustment problems and promoting positive adjustment.

My clinical orientation combines a cognitive-behavioral and family systems approach in conceptualizing cases and intervening with children and families. I am also interested in community and prevention interventions, such as self-regulation and coping enhancement programs for children.

Representative Publications (bold indicates student or postdoc co-author)
I am a clinical psychologist who specializes in the understanding and treatment of suicidal behaviors, drug abuse, and of borderline personality disorder. I have developed a theoretical model of borderline personality disorder and an associated behavioral treatment called Dialectical Behavior Therapy (DBT).

This treatment is derived from several different theoretical traditions, including cognitive and social psychology, radical behaviorism and eastern psychological approaches. The primary focus of my work is with the severely dysfunctional, recurrently suicidal patient who has posed difficulties within other treatment settings. Most of my research has focused on better understanding of drug use and of suicidal behaviors or on evaluation of DBT. So far, we have demonstrated that DBT is effective with this population across a broad band of clinical responses. We are currently conducting component analyses studies to better understand what factors are important in treatment and to delineate empirically supported principles of effective treatment.

My clinical interests, naturally, overlap considerably with my research interests. I am particularly interested in developing models to train therapists and to factors interfering with effective treatment of "difficult" patients by otherwise competent therapist.

**Representative Publications (bold indicates student or postdoc co-author)**


Marsha M. Linehan,  
*Professor, Ph.D., Loyola - Chicago, 1971*


Irwin Sarason.
Professor Emeritus, Ph.D., Indiana University, 1955

Over the years, I have been interested in the question: where does maladaptation come from? I see it as coming from a joint interaction of vulnerabilities (historical, physiological) and the experiences to which individuals are exposed.

My current work is especially concerned with one environmental resource, social support, and the nature of social relationships among people who have close ties to each other (for example, child and parent). Another of my interests is prevention, not just of mental disorder but physical disorder as well.
A long-term interest concerns the effects of anxiety on behavior. Our research has shown that anxiety has a very debilitating effect on performance and on personal happiness. One of the major vehicles through which anxiety exerts its unwanted effects is cognitive interference. Anxious people are often highly preoccupied and by virtue of that fact are unable to attend to important reality factors in their lives. While anxiety can be a positive force in the lives of people (for example, by serving as a motivator for behavior change) we are usually most aware of anxiety's negative effects and the need for the development of treatments to facilitate better coping skills so as to reduce anxiety.

**Representative Publications**

---

**Jane M. Simoni**  
*Adult Clinical, Area Head, Practicum Coordinator, Professor, Ph.D., UCLA, 1993*

My research interests lie primarily within the realm of stress and coping in clinical and clinical health psychology. I study trauma, chronic illness, and other stressful life events and am particularly interested in whether individuals from historically oppressed or stigmatized groups experience unique stressors or exhibit culturally specific coping processes. Much of my research, therefore, targets ethnic/racial minorities, women, GLBT populations, and persons living with HIV/AIDS. Moreover, I am interested in developing culturally appropriate health promotion and disease prevention interventions targeting these groups.

My current research includes work on HIV medication adherence. I just finished a large project to evaluate the effectiveness of peer support and two-way pager messaging to enhance antiretroviral medication adherence among a population of HIV+ clinic patients in Seattle. In a second project on antiretroviral adherence, we conducted qualitative work as well as a survey and pilot RCT in Beijing, China. We are now working on the U.S.-Mexico border in treating depression as a way to improve quality of life and HIV medication adherence. Finally, we are exploring options for further work in the area of HIV medication adherence as well as HIV prevention in China. I also work closely with the UW Indigenous Wellness Research Institute (IWRI.org) and have collaborated on health research in Native American communities for two decades. Other projects include formal mentoring programs and addressing mental health in a global context.

I provide supervision in the department’s clinic, employing an interpersonal process orientation to time-limited therapy. Courses I teach have included Abnormal Psychology, Minority Mental Health, and a research seminar on risky behaviors, all of which highlight a multicultural perspective.

**Representative Publications**


Ronald E. Smith,
Director of Clinical Training, Professor, Ph.D., Southern Illinois University, 1968

My major interests are in the areas of stress and coping, personality assessment, and performance enhancement. Much of my past research and intervention work has been carried out in the area of sport, which I have found to be an ideal naturalistic laboratory for studying a wide range of psychological phenomena. It is also an ideal environment for assessing the effectiveness of stress-reduction and performance-enhancement interventions. My applied work is primarily focused on athletes, and I have developed and implemented psychological skills training programs for several major league baseball organizations in the past, working as a consultant and as a minor league instructor.

Most recently, my students and I have been doing studies of stress and coping to study the effects of different patterns of coping on psychological well-being and have developed a manualized cognitive-affective stress management program. Another project involves the use of feedback from psychological tests as a means of enhancing psychotherapy process and outcome. This is being conducted as a means of validating the Clinic’s Back on Track assessment system, a computerized system for tracking psychotherapy process and outcome developed by Corey Fagan and collaborators.

Representative Publications (bold indicates student or postdoc co-author)


Wendy Stone  
Professor, Ph.D., University of Miami, 1981

I am a child clinical psychologist whose primary clinical and research interests focus on early identification and early intervention for children with autism spectrum disorders. My research involves the characterization of early-emerging behavioral features of autism, with the goals of understanding the core deficits and mechanisms underlying development of the disorder and designing targeted interventions to prevent or attenuate the expression of symptoms.

Current research projects include the social-emotional development of infant siblings of children with autism, the identification of social-communicative and neurophysiological markers of autism in children under 24 months, and the evaluation of screening tools and streamlined diagnostic practices for community-based identification of young children with autism. I have studied several aspects of early social-communicative development, including social orienting, motor imitation, and prelinguistic communication, examining their contributions to later behavioral and diagnostic outcomes. I am particularly interested in identifying developmental pathways and risk/protective factors that contribute to variability in social, learning, and behavioral outcomes for children at elevated risk. I am committed to translational science, and have worked to enhance knowledge and service capacity within community settings, through development of the *Screening Tool for Autism in Two-Year-Olds (STAT)* and provision of training and outreach activities for pediatricians, teachers, and other community professionals.

Representative Publications


Lori A. Zoellner  
*Associate Professor, Ph.D., UCLA, 1997*

Not everyone experiences a traumatic event such as a car accident, sexual assault, combat, or natural disaster in the same way. Although some may recover with time, others may experience symptoms months and even years after the traumatic event. Indeed, individuals with posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) often report involuntary retrieval of horrific memories, including intrusive thoughts, flashbacks, and nightmares. This clinical presentation strongly suggests that memory abnormalities underlie many symptoms. Indeed, many researchers believe that disrupted retrieval processes may reduce optimal recall of the traumatic event and may mediate posttrauma adjustment. By understanding these cognitive processes, we hope to learn about mechanisms underlying both therapeutic and natural recovery. My research is characterized by applying experimental paradigms to elucidate these phenomena in the laboratory.

By better understanding the mechanisms underlying psychopathology, we may be able to prevent the development of chronic pathology and enhance the efficacy of our treatments. A closely related interest of mine is in the area of treatment outcome research, in PTSD and across the anxiety disorders. Theoretically, I am a cognitive-behavioral psychologist, treating individuals with PTSD, obsessive-compulsive disorder, panic disorder, and social phobia. I am committed to training students in assessment of the anxiety disorders and in empirically supported treatments for the anxiety disorders.

My teaching interests include information processing models of psychopathology, clinical research methods, behavior disorders, and cognitive behavioral treatment for the anxiety disorders.
Representative Publications (bold indicates student or postdoc co-author)


Our program requires a minimum of three academic years of full-time in-residence study, followed by a one-year full-time internship (or, in rare cases, a two year half-time internship). The typical student spends at least 4-5 years in residence prior to the internship.

The typical sequence of courses and major requirements for each year are described below. This is meant to provide an overview and guideline. There are some individual variations from this sequence. Students are expected to work closely with their faculty advisors and mentors to plan the sequence of training experiences that is most consistent with their interests and goals.

**Orientation**
Prior to the first week of class, the Department of Psychology provides a week long orientation. All students are required to register and attend. This orientation will provide students with a general overview of university and departmental policies and expectations and an introduction to the clinical program.

**First Year**
The first year is intended to introduce students to the major issues in clinical research, as well as providing them with a foundation for understanding psychopathology and basic approaches to working with clinical problems. Students also take the first year statistics sequence, which provides them with the basic skills necessary for conceptualizing and carrying out data analysis.

All students are required to take at least two assessment courses (and, preferably, courses in cognitive, personality, and behavioral assessment), and Child Clinical students are required to take the intelligence assessment course *in their first year.*

In addition to completing the basic coursework described below, in order to progress through the program at a normal rate, it is essential for students to build a relationship with their advisor and mentor and begin to delineate their research interests as early as possible. Students are assigned a research advisor as well as a secondary co-advisor upon admission to the program. Although students are free to switch advisors at any point, early in the first year or the third year are those times in which changes of advisor are apt to be least disruptive to their progress. Students who have been most successful in the program often credit it to establishing and maintaining a good relationship with their advisor. Students may also choose to broaden their research interests and skills by working in the lab of their co-advisor, or with other clinical or non-clinical faculty.

**General Program**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AUTUMN QUARTER</th>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Credits</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>500A (1)</td>
<td>Orientation</td>
<td>(A &amp; C)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500B (1)</td>
<td>Proseminar</td>
<td>(A &amp; C)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>550A (1)</td>
<td>Psychology Dept Colloquium</td>
<td>(A &amp; C)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>553 (1)</td>
<td>Seminar in Child Clinical Psychology</td>
<td>(C)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>591 (1)</td>
<td>Issues in Clinical Psychology</td>
<td>(A &amp; C)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>524 (4)</td>
<td>Intro. to Statistics and Data Analysis</td>
<td>(A &amp; C)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
522 (2) Laboratory in Statistical Computation I (required for those taking 524)  
517 (3) Core Concepts in Systems of Psychotherapy (A & C)  
531 (4) Research Methods in Clinical and Community Psychology (C, optional for A)  

WINTER QUARTER
500B (1) Proseminar (A & C)  
550A (1) Psychology Dept Colloquium (A & C)  
553 (1) Seminar in Child Clinical Psychology (C)  
591 (1) Issues in Clinical Psychology (A & C)  
525 (4) Linear Models and Data Analysis (A & C)  
523 (2) Laboratory in Statistical Computation II… (required for those taking 525)  
518 (5) Core Concepts in Behavior Disorders (A)  
571 (5) Child Psychopathology (C, ⓜ)  

SPRING QUARTER
500B (1) Proseminar (A & C)  
550A (1) Psychology Dept Colloquium (A & C)  
553 (1) Seminar in Child Clinical Psychology (C)  
519 (5) Behavior Change (A)  
572 (4) Approaches to Child Treatment (C, ⓜ)  
576 (5) Assessment of Intelligence ……………… (C, an Adult assessment option)  
590 (2) Practicum in Psych Assessment ………… (Lab required for those taking 576)  
578 (5) Approaches to Psych Assessment … (an Adult assessment option)  
590 (2) Practicum in Psych Assessment ………… (Lab required for those taking 578)  

(A) This course is required for students in the clinical program who are not in the Child track. These students must also take an optional course in assessment prior to Generals.  
(C) This course is required for students in the Child track only.  
ⓜ Adult students are required to take one of the following courses at some point in their program: 571 (Child Psychopathology), 572 (App’s to Child Treatment) or 515 (Personality and Social Development).  

Additional Major Requirement (A & C)  
Proposal for the Second Year Project is due by June 1st during Spring Quarter.  

Second Year  
Coursework in the second year emphasizes the clinical component of the training program. This is also the year in which students typically begin to see clients through the program's Psychological Services and Training Center, located behind Guthrie Hall in Annex I. Furthermore, all students are required to have formed their supervisory committee (see page 23-24) during the Autumn Quarter of the second year.  

Although clients with psychotic disorders and severe suicidal risk are generally screened out from the Clinic, clients at the Clinic represent a very broad range of disorders and functioning levels. Typical cases seen at the Clinic include families in distress, couples experiencing marital discord, children with conduct problems, and adults or children who are depressed. Students receive one hour of face-to-face clinical supervision for every hour of therapy. Clinical supervisors are drawn from the pool of core faculty within the clinical program or faculty affiliated with the clinical program who have primary appointments outside the Department of Psychology or who maintain private practices in
the community. Details about clinic policies and procedures are available in the Clinic Handbook, which is made available to all students in their second year by the Clinic Director.

In addition to their involvement in a sequence of clinically oriented coursework, students should work on completing their out-of-area requirements. For students in the Child Clinical track, the out-of-area coursework must include the developmental psychology core courses. They also are required to take a course in Advanced Child Assessment during their second or third year. Other students are required to take a course in Personality some time prior to Generals. As part of the out-of-area requirements, prior to Generals, all students are expected to take a course in physiological/biological psychology, cognitive psychology, and social psychology in order to meet APA requirements. (Please see pages 25-26 for details on out-of-area requirements.) All students in the clinical program are expected to take a course in community psychology or minority mental health (Psych 580 or Psych 574) prior to Generals. Students typically take this course in their second or third year.

**Additional Major Requirement**

At the end of the second year, all students are expected to complete a Second Year Project, which is presented at a Research Festival, held by the Department of Psychology on the Wednesday after Memorial Day weekend. This is a day long program that is much like a professional convention. In addition, students must submit a written version of their Second Year Project in APA format (that is, submission-ready) by the end of the first week of classes in the third year. A full description of the Second Year Project is included in Appendix B.

**Third Year**

Students in their third year typically complete any additional coursework required for their concentration in clinical, such as taking the course in community psychology or minority mental health. By the third year, students are beginning to tailor their curriculum to meet their own interests and needs. It is typical for students to be concentrating on work in their out-of-area requirements, as well as taking elective clinical courses or seminars. Some students will elect to submit their Second Year Projects as a Master's thesis and all are encouraged to submit their projects, or portions of their projects, to a scientific journal for publication. In addition, students continue to develop their clinical skills either through a continuation of their practica at the clinic, completion of a practica outside of the clinic (see Appendix C), or through participation in other advanced practica offered by the clinical faculty. As such, students in their third year typically work closely with their advisor and supervisory committee in selecting coursework and practica. Close work with the supervisory committee, which is chaired by the advisor, is also necessary in development of the dissertation proposal.

Students generally select their supervisory committee when they begin to concentrate on work for their Generals. The completion of Generals by the end of the third year, or as soon thereafter as possible, is highly recommended for those students planning to complete their degree in a five-year sequence. **All students are required to have completed their Generals and to have a written dissertation proposal approved by their committee prior to application for internship, which typically begins by November 1st.**

**Fourth Year and Beyond**

Students beyond the third year typically finish up required coursework, as well as taking elective courses and dissertation credits. Students typically complete their Generals in the fourth year and defend their dissertation proposal.
either in the fourth year or early in the fifth year. Students who have not defended their dissertation proposal early in the fifth year will not be able to complete the program within a six-year framework.

**Fourth Year Science-Informed Clinical Case Presentation**

A science-informed clinical case presentation (SICP) is required during Spring quarter of the fourth year. The SICP is always scheduled on the second Friday of Spring quarter. In the same way that the Research Festival allows students to demonstrate their emerging competence in the research domain, the SICP allows students to demonstrate foundational competencies in the clinical domain (e.g., case conceptualization, assessment, diagnosis, and intervention). Consistent with the scientist-practitioner focus of our program, students are expected to demonstrate that they have integrated scientific principles into their clinical work. The purpose of the SICP is three-fold: (1) to help students develop and demonstrate competencies as scientist-practitioners; (2) to help students build the case presentation skills that they may need for internship interviews or academic job talks; and (3) to integrate students’ research and clinical training.

Clinical faculty, clinical students, and supervisors of the cases presented are all invited to attend. All Clinic clients sign consent forms that permit discussions of their cases and viewing of their videotapes for training purposes, such as these presentations. Nonetheless, in order to protect client confidentiality as much as possible, students are asked to remove personal identifiers. If you wish to present a case involving a non-Clinic client, you will need to obtain written permission from the client, and a copy must be placed in the client’s chart at the other setting.

Presentations last 20 minutes, with 10 minutes for questions and discussion. An informal reception after the presentations allows additional time for more personalized discussion of cases with faculty and other attendees. SCIP thus provides an opportunity not only for faculty to assess student competencies in the clinical domain, but also for faculty to provide support, input and modeling for students in the seamless integration of science and practice.

“Science-informed” is broadly defined and relates as much to the process that leads to the formal presentation as it does to the final product. We would like you to think about your clinical interventions in much the same way as you would in planning an experiment. Good research is informed by psychological theory and by previous research findings, and what you do clinically should be similarly informed. To carry the parallels farther, the clinical intervention is like the independent variable in a psychological experiment and the target behaviors are like dependent variables. Both need to be operationally defined in terms of specific procedures and measurable outcomes. The underlying case conceptualization should specify functional relations between external and internal antecedents, mediating factors, and the client’s adaptive and dysfunctional behaviors. These functional relations may be based on theoretical understandings of a particular disorder as well as on clinical data you have collected concerning the client. Your intervention will be directed at increasing the client’s adaptive behaviors and strengths, reducing maladaptive target behaviors, or both. Whatever the intervention focus, it is important to find a way to measure the changes that occur, either in terms of standardized instruments (such as those administered routinely to our Clinic clients) or by means of measures you introduce or develop that are tailored to the particular client’s target behaviors. Ideally, you would have measures administered before, during, and after treatment.

This process of case conceptualization, treatment planning, and choice of outcome measures will be facilitated by discussions with your supervisor. In addition, it is essential that your primary advisor be involved from the very beginning and throughout the process, including assisting you in your choice of the case to present. Beyond this, your presentation should be prepared in consultation with at least one member of the clinical faculty (who may be your advisor) chosen on the basis of expertise in evaluating and/or treating the type of client with whom you are working or some aspect of scientifically informed practice (e.g., single-subject designs). Consulting with in-house clinical faculty is a part of the requirement, and clinical faculty expect to be contacted for this just as they expect to be consulted on your research projects. Please remember that while we anticipate that the in-house faculty will provide invaluable consultation, ultimately it is your clinical supervisor who holds the responsibility for your case and who must approve any proposed interventions, outcome measures, etc. To the extent that there may be differences of opinion, consider that a valuable part of the learning process regarding the integration of science and practice.
The case study you present is of your choosing, in consultation with your advisor, and this exercise is intended to foster scientist-practitioner thinking in relation to your cases from your earliest experiences in the Clinic or other settings. It is not required that the treatment involve a specific empirically supported manualized treatment, or that the case be one with a successful outcome. Sometimes, less successful cases are the most informative in terms of clinical insights and treatment development. However, it is expected that you will utilize empirically supported principles of change. The faculty’s major interest is in how the scientific literature informed your conceptualization of the case, your choice of interventions and outcome measures, and your understanding of your client’s progress or lack thereof. Finally, as in the case of an experiment, you should discuss threats to internal validity (i.e., causal relations between treatment and outcome) that might have affected the outcome, as well as issues of external validity (generalization to similar cases) and the theoretical and practical conclusions you can draw from the case. The following checklist may be useful as a guide to preparing your SICP:

**Prior to the Presentation:**

- Consult with both your advisor and your clinical supervisor about the SICP. Consult with additional in-house faculty as needed.

**During the SICP:**

- **Client Description:** Include only demographic information that is relevant to the presentation. Attend to confidentiality and use HIPAA’s guidelines for de-identifying personal data (e.g., use pseudonyms, give general rather than specific information about education, occupation, etc.)

- **Contextual Factors:** Describe individual, developmental, family, cultural, ethnic and other differences and cite any literature relevant to how these factors might impact internal and external validity.

- **Ethical and Legal Issues:** Convey an understanding of relevant ethics and laws (e.g., reporting of child abuse).

- **Assessment:** Describe the ways in which science informed your assessment of your client’s presenting problems and strengths, history of presenting problems, your diagnostic formulation, etc. (e.g., did you use structured diagnostic interviews, reliable and valid baseline assessment measures, etc.?).

- **Case Conceptualization:** Cogently depict your case conceptualization. A graphic representation is usually helpful. Cite theoretical and empirical literature relevant to the case conceptualization.

- **Treatment Plan, Treatment Rationale and Intervention:** Let the audience know not only how you intervened with your client but also why you intervened as you did. Cite theoretical and empirical literature relevant to your treatment plan and interventions.

- **Outcome assessment:** Inform the audience of how you tracked your client’s therapy progress and process and how that data informed your treatment. Discuss the outcome of your interventions and how you understand the progress or lack of progress. Consider internal and external validity concerns. Discuss mediators and moderators of change, if relevant.

- **Self-reflection:** Discuss what you learned from this case; what challenges or obstacles did you overcome? How has this case impacted your development? What, if anything, would you do differently, and why.

After the successful completion of this requirement, you will have had specific practice in how to integrate science into clinical practice, and you should have some confidence in your ability to do so on a regular basis. You should also feel prepared to give a similar talk on internship or on a job interview. And, you should feel that both your research faculty
and your clinical supervisors (to the extent that they are different people) are supportive and involved in your development as a clinical scientist.

**Predoctoral Internship**

Early in the fourth or fifth year, students typically apply for internships if all requirements have been completed, including required courses, Generals, and an approved dissertation proposal. Students must complete an APA-approved internship or its equivalent (the latter to be determined by the clinical faculty). **APA requires a PREDOCTORAL internship for a Ph.D. in clinical psychology, and the internship must be completed before the Ph.D will be conferred.** During the internship application process, the Director of Clinical Training is required to certify that applicants are in good standing. If students are on WARN or PROBATION status, they should clear this up before asking for a letter of recommendation, for there is a specific question on the DCT Certification Form about probation. In addition, any student who has repeatedly been on Warn or Probation status will have that noted in their letter.

The fourth year and beyond can be the most creative and rewarding portion of the graduate student years. Students in these years have acquired basic and often, advanced clinical skills, feel confident in their ability to work with clients, and are pursuing independent research ideas that will culminate in the dissertation. Students may also have the opportunity to teach courses in the department with mentorship from core clinical faculty. By the end of the dissertation and internship we expect students to be able to function autonomously and competently as both clinicians and researchers.

Students on NRSAs that extend into the internship year are required by departmental and NIH policy to either terminate the award or to request a leave of absence prior to the beginning of the internship.

**Spring Hooding and Commencement Ceremonies, Graduation, Post-docs, and Jobs**

Students who are on internship often wish to participate in our spring hooding ceremony and the June Commencement Exercise. Although, according to both APA and University regulations, you cannot formally receive your degree before the internship is completed and the dissertation is turned in to the Graduate School, you can participate in these spring activities if you obtain a letter from your internship director stating that you will successfully complete your internship on (date). It is necessary to turn in the paperwork by the end of spring quarter in order to participate in hooding and commencement activities. At commencement, you will receive an empty diploma cover, and the diploma itself will be conferred at the end of the quarter in which you complete all requirements. Thus, if your internship ends after the last day of Summer quarter, the degree will be formally conferred at the end of Fall quarter, but you can still do Spring hooding. Please note that because the internship is an integral part of the degree, clinical students are not allowed to participate in hooding or Commencement prior to beginning their internship even if they have already defended their dissertation.

A related issue occurs when a job or postdoctoral appointment requires that the degree be completed. In such instances, the letter from the internship director, plus one from the UW Director of Clinical Training stating that you will finish all degree requirements by the closing date of the internship, has been sufficient to start jobs and postdocs that begin before the next formal graduation date. This is another good reason to make every effort to defend your thesis before the internship year ends (and, even better, before it begins).

In either of these instances, please provide three copies of the internship director's letter for (1) the Director of Clinical Training, (2) the Graduate Program Advisor, and (3) your advisor.
Beginning in 2012, a statement concerning where and when you completed your internship will be added to your final post-graduation transcript. This will be helpful when you apply for licensure. Please let the Director of Clinical Training know the specific date your internship will end.

Internship: Hours versus Duration

Please note that if your internship ending date is after the end of Summer quarter, it is not possible according to APA regulations to finish an internship early so that you can receive your degree at the end of Summer quarter even if you have satisfied the internship’s hours requirement before the end of the designated 12-month period. APA and licensing boards operate on a calendar year rather than an hours basis.
## Quick Listing of All Required Courses for Clinical Psychology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Code</th>
<th>Credits</th>
<th>Course Title</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>500 Sec A</td>
<td>1 credit</td>
<td>Psychology Orientation</td>
<td>(register 1st quarter only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 Sec B</td>
<td>Total of 3 credits</td>
<td>Proseminar</td>
<td>(register AWS qtrs during 1st year)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>550 Sec A</td>
<td>Total of 3 credits</td>
<td>Psychology Colloquium</td>
<td>(register AWS qtrs during 1st year)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>591</td>
<td>Total of 2 credits</td>
<td>Issues in Clinical Psychology</td>
<td>(register A&amp;W qtrs during 1st year)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>524</td>
<td>4 credits</td>
<td>Intro to Stats. &amp; Data Analysis</td>
<td>(must register also for lab: Psych 522)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>522</td>
<td>2 credits</td>
<td>Lab. in Statistical Computation I</td>
<td>(required for those taking Psych 524)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>525</td>
<td>4 credits</td>
<td>Linear Models &amp; Data Analysis</td>
<td>(must register also for lab: Psych 523)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>523</td>
<td>2 credits</td>
<td>Lab. in Statistical Computation II</td>
<td>(required for those taking Psych 525)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>517</td>
<td>3 credits</td>
<td>Core Concepts in Systems of Psychotherapy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>560</td>
<td>2-30 credits total</td>
<td>Research Strategies</td>
<td>(lab-based research seminar; sign up whenever offered by your advisor and you are participating in lab meetings)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>580</td>
<td>3 credits</td>
<td>Minority Mental Health</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>586</td>
<td>3 credits</td>
<td>Clinical Personality Assessment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>587</td>
<td>2 credits</td>
<td>Clinical Methods: Interview</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>588</td>
<td>2 credits</td>
<td>Clinical Methods: Ethics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>589</td>
<td>Total of 8 credits</td>
<td>Clinical Supervision</td>
<td>(2nd year students must register for AWSS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>593A</td>
<td>Var. credit (1-6 cr/qtr)</td>
<td>Clinical Practica/Colloquium**</td>
<td>(A - 2nd yr students – Coll. attend. req’d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>593B</td>
<td>Var. credit (1-6 cr/qtr)</td>
<td>Clinical Practica/Colloquium**</td>
<td>(B - 3rd yr and above)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Required for all students seeing clients in the clinic.

### APA-Required Breadth Requirements

As an APA-accredited program, we adhere to mandated requirements for demonstrated breadth of knowledge in areas outside of the clinical specialty. Specifically, students must complete coursework in the following areas: (1) biological aspects of behavior; (2) cognitive aspects of behavior; (3) social aspects of behavior; (4) human development, and (5) individual differences (e.g., personality). Courses offered within the clinical area do not satisfy these requirements. For example, a course in child psychopathology will not satisfy the developmental breadth requirement, nor will a course in cognitive therapy satisfy the cognitive requirement. Since licensing boards scrutinize graduate school transcripts to make sure these breadth requirements have been satisfied, it is recommended that whenever possible, you satisfy the requirement with a major course (i.e., a Core Concepts in ...or Advances in ...course) offered by faculty in other major areas of the department. Highly specific courses (e.g., courses in psychopharmacology or fMRI techniques for “biological bases”) do not meet the APA “broad and general” course requirement. Likewise, Psych 550-level seminars do not satisfy this requirement. Non-clinical courses in other departments may sometimes satisfy a breadth requirement. If in doubt, consult with the Director of Clinical Training.

### Additional Requirements for Adult Track Students

- 519    5 credits    Core Concepts in Psychology of Behavior Change
- 511    3 credits    Core Concepts in Personality (fulfills APA individual differences breadth requirement)
- 518    5 credits    Core Concepts in Behavior Disorders

**plus...**

One course each in Social, Cognitive, Developmental, Individual Differences (satisfied by 511, above), and Physiological Psychology (see APA breadth requirements above)

One of the following courses**: **:

- 515 Core Concepts in Personality and Social Development,
- 571 Child Psychopathology or
- 572 Child Treatment

One Outside Practicum (must register for Psych 597 – Field Work; see Appendix C)

---

**APA-Required Breadth Requirements**

As an APA-accredited program, we adhere to mandated requirements for demonstrated breadth of knowledge in areas outside of the clinical specialty. Specifically, students must complete coursework in the following areas: (1) biological aspects of behavior; (2) cognitive aspects of behavior; (3) social aspects of behavior; (4) human development, and (5) individual differences (e.g., personality). Courses offered within the clinical area do not satisfy these requirements. For example, a course in child psychopathology will not satisfy the developmental breadth requirement, nor will a course in cognitive therapy satisfy the cognitive requirement. Since licensing boards scrutinize graduate school transcripts to make sure these breadth requirements have been satisfied, it is recommended that whenever possible, you satisfy the requirement with a major course (i.e., a Core Concepts in ...or Advances in ...course) offered by faculty in other major areas of the department. Highly specific courses (e.g., courses in psychopharmacology or fMRI techniques for “biological bases”) do not meet the APA “broad and general” course requirement. Likewise, Psych 550-level seminars do not satisfy this requirement. Non-clinical courses in other departments may sometimes satisfy a breadth requirement. If in doubt, consult with the Director of Clinical Training.

### Additional Requirements for Adult Track Students

- 519    5 credits    Core Concepts in Psychology of Behavior Change
- 511    3 credits    Core Concepts in Personality (fulfills APA individual differences breadth requirement)
- 518    5 credits    Core Concepts in Behavior Disorders

**plus...**

One course each in Social, Cognitive, Developmental, Individual Differences (satisfied by 511, above), and Physiological Psychology (see APA breadth requirements above)

One of the following courses**: **:

- 515 Core Concepts in Personality and Social Development,
- 571 Child Psychopathology or
- 572 Child Treatment

One Outside Practicum (must register for Psych 597 – Field Work; see Appendix C)
Two courses in Assessment:

586 Clinical Personality Assessment

and a choice of three:
576 (w/ 590 practicum), 578 (w/ 590 practicum), or 579 (Behavioral Assessment)

Please note that training in cognitive assessment is required as a basis for neuropsychological assessment training, certain outside practica, and internship assignments. Ideally, students in our program will have training in personality, cognitive, and behavioral assessment.

***Psychology 571 and 572 cannot be used as out-of-area developmental classes. (see Out-of-Area requirements).

Additional Requirements for Child Track Students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Credits</th>
<th>Requirement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>553</td>
<td>6 total</td>
<td>Seminar in Child Clinical Psychology (required AWS qtrs for 1st &amp; 2nd year)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>571</td>
<td>5 credits</td>
<td>Child Psychopathology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>572</td>
<td>4 credits</td>
<td>Approaches to Child Treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>576</td>
<td>5 credits</td>
<td>Assessment of Intelligence (must register for Psych 590 also)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>590</td>
<td>2 credits</td>
<td>Practicum in Psych. Assessment (required for those taking 576)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>573</td>
<td>5 credits</td>
<td>Psychological Assessment of Children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>531</td>
<td>4 credits</td>
<td>Research Methods in Clinical and Community Psychology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

plus .......
Two Outside Practica (must register for Psych 597; see Appendix C)
At least one treatment seminar.
One additional quantitative methods course.

Out-of-Area Requirements

The Director of Clinical Training has no official say over what is required or offered in other areas in the Psychology Department. In general, courses used to fulfill within-area requirements may not also be used to fulfill out-of-area requirements. In addition, non-clinical courses taken at previous institutions toward another degree (e.g., a master’s degree) may not be used toward fulfilling course requirements for the Ph.D. at the University of Washington unless approved by the head of the area in question based on the syllabus from the course in question.

For Adult clinical students, six or more courses must be taken from curriculum offerings outside the clinical area. Five of these courses must meet the APA curriculum guidelines for “breadth of scientific psychology.” Therefore, students must complete one “broad and general” course each covering biological, cognitive, affective, developmental, individual differences, and social aspects of behavior, plus at least one course in psychological measurement (see next section). The balance of the six-or-more courses is to be determined by mutual agreement between the student and co-advisors or supervisory committee. These courses should be selected with an eye toward developing cohesive themes of subspecialty expertise pertinent to the student’s future research and clinical endeavors.

For Child clinical students, the out-of-area coursework consists of the three core developmental courses listed below, which also serve to meet the aforementioned APA guidelines for one course each in social, cognitive, and biological bases of behavior. One 400-level course on the same topic may be substituted for the following courses with the approval of the advisor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Credits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Psych 513</td>
<td>Core Concepts in Biological Basis of Development</td>
<td>(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psych 514</td>
<td>Core Concepts in Early Cognitive and Linguistic Development</td>
<td>(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psych 515</td>
<td>Core Concepts in Personality and Social Development</td>
<td>(4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**APA Competency Areas**

According to current regulations of the APA Commission on Accreditation, students in accredited programs must develop doctoral-level competency in the following domains of psychological science and application:

1. Biological aspects of behavior
2. Cognitive aspects of behavior
3. Affective aspects of behavior
4. Human development
5. Social aspects of behavior
6. Individual differences/personality
7. History and systems of psychology (hence the history readings in Psych 591)
8. Psychological measurement
9. Research methodology
10. Techniques of data analysis
11. Psychopathology
12. Theories and techniques of assessment and diagnosis
13. Theories and methods of intervention
14. Theories and methods for evaluating the efficacy of interventions
15. Professional ethics and standards
16. Theories and methods of supervision
17. Theories and methods of consultation
18. Issues of cultural and individual diversity relevant to all of the areas above

As a program, we are expected to provide coursework and training in all of the above areas, and to foster “attitudes essential to lifelong learning, scholarly inquiry, and professional problem solving.” (Colloquia and seminars are one vehicle for the latter.)

**Licensure considerations.** State licensing boards expect your transcript to reflect formal coursework in all of the above areas. Our clinical curriculum covers all of the topics relevant to the clinical and professional domains. Areas (1) through (6) are the “breadth” areas that are satisfied by coursework in other areas of the department (history and systems being covered in Psych 591) and should be taken very seriously if you expect to get licensed. As noted elsewhere, graduate “Core Concepts” and comprehensive “Advances in…” courses offered by other areas of the department will pass muster, but highly specific courses (e.g., courses in psychopharmacology or fMRI techniques for “biological bases”) do not meet either APA or most licensing board requirements. Licensure applicants are routinely asked to provide copies of the course syllabi in areas where there are questions, so by all means save hard and/or electronic copies of every course syllabus you ever receive, even in your clinical courses. One issue we sometimes have to deal with is designated “semester hour” requirements in certain states, which can cause problems because of our quarter system. You’ll need to demonstrate that your course is as comprehensive as a semester course (they are, which is why you’re always feeling overwhelmed), and you’ll need your syllabus for this as well.

Finally, in addition to keeping an electronic or hard copy of every course syllabus syllabus as you go through the program, it is strongly recommended that when you graduate you deposit all relevant materials (syllabi, transcript, etc) with the Association of State and Provincial Licensing Board’s Credentials Bank. For a modest fee, this will keep everything you need for licensure in any state or province available to be forwarded to the particular licensing board. The web address is <http://www.asppb.net/i4a/pages/index.cfm?pageid=3463>.

**Other Requirements:**

Psych 800 – 27 Minimum Required Credits in Dissertation Research
A one-year APA-approved predoctoral internship or its equivalent
APPENDIX B

Second Year Project and Proposal

Purpose

The Second Year Project is intended to provide the student an opportunity to become involved in research and acquire competencies in experimental design and data analysis. It is the key research requirement prior to the dissertation and at its culmination, the student is expected to have demonstrated the basic component skills required to conduct independent research, including the ability to conceptualize a research problem and interpret empirical data.

Scope of the Project

Although the Second Year Project varies in scope and the degree to which the student works independently, the student works more directly under the guidance of the advisor, and the scope of the project is narrower than would be the case for a dissertation.

Although it is highly desirable that the project be publishable, this is not a requirement. Neither originality nor involvement in data collection is required. For example, replication of an already published study or analysis of an already existing data set is perfectly acceptable. However, except in highly unusual circumstances, students are expected to conduct their own data analysis. In ALL cases, students are required to write the project on their own, although extensive guidance from the advisor is provided.

There is no page limit requirement for the project, and the length of the final manuscript varies widely. However, a journal length manuscript is generally expected. Abstracts or submissions for convention presentations are not acceptable. A published article, a manuscript under review, or a manuscript to be submitted is NOT acceptable UNLESS the student is the first author. In those cases where the student will not be a first author on a publication related to the project, the student is expected to write an independent report of their research for the Second Year Project.

The fact that a student submits an independent report for the Second Year Project carries no implication for the order of authorship on a final manuscript which may be submitted for publication. Students are urged to negotiate terms of authorship directly with their advisors. This type of negotiation is an important aspect of the student's training. For this reason, and to guard against potential misunderstanding, students and advisors are STRONGLY urged to negotiate about authorship PRIOR to submission of the student's proposal for the Second Year Project.

It is expected that the Second Year project be completed and the written report submitted to the advisor and DCT by the end of the second year (i.e. by the first week of Fall Quarter of the third year). See Time Lines below.

Second Year Project Proposal

Just as the scope and length of the Second Year Project itself varies, so does the length and scope of proposals. However, it is expected that the proposal will be the equivalent of the final manuscript minus the results and discussions
(i.e., a five to ten page review of the literature, full methods section, hypotheses, and a more brief section on data analysis). This format will provide training in writing journal articles, will help in conceptualizing the project itself and will greatly expedite writing up the second year project and submitting it for publication if results warrant.

The Second Year Project proposal is due by June 1st of the first year and should be signed by both the student and the advisor. See Time Lines below.

Evaluation of the Project

Unlike Generals and the dissertation, the Second Year Project does not require the approval of a committee. As long as the project meets the general guidelines described herein, the project is approved at the sole discretion of the student's advisor. Expectations for what constitutes an acceptable project vary widely from advisor to advisor, and it is up to the student and advisor to negotiate what will make for an acceptable project.

To ensure minimal standards, however, all Second Year Projects are to be submitted to the Director of Clinical Training for review. In those highly unusual cases where the Director of Clinical Training does not feel that the Second Year Project submitted by a student, already approved by the advisor, meets the minimal requirements discussed here, the Director of Clinical Training will ask the area’s advisory board to review the project. If the advisory board believes that the project is unacceptable, a full faculty meeting to review the project will be called.

Time Lines

As stated before, the Second Year Project proposal is due on June 1st at the end of the first year, submitted in hard copy to the Director of Clinical Training. Students who fail to turn in a proposal by this date will be discussed at the end-of-the-year review. Except for unusual circumstances, such students will be placed on Warning Status by the Department’s Graduate Training Committee. All students who do not submit a second year proposal by the end of the first quarter of their second year will AUTOMATICALLY be placed on probation.

A completed Second Year Project is due in hard copy to the Director of Clinical Training by the end of the first week of the third year. Except for unusual circumstances, students who fail to meet this deadline will be placed on academic warn status. All students who do not submit a completed Second Year Project by the first week of the second quarter of their third year will be automatically placed on probation. Students not submitting completed Second Year Projects by the first week of the third quarter of the third year will be automatically placed on final probation.

A letter from the student's advisor will be sufficient to substantiate "unusual" circumstances. In those cases where a student does not have an advisor, the Director of Clinical Training will decide whether unusual circumstances apply. Computer malfunctions, delays in project funding, or difficulties in recruiting participants will NOT be considered as "unusual" circumstances. These are the usual, ordinary, and routine problems that plague research with human participants and human researchers. They should be taken into account when planning your personal timetable for the project.

* Students who plan on submitting their Second Year Project for a M.S. degree are required to form a two-person committee. See departmental guidelines about the requirements for a M.S in the departmental Graduate Program Manual and consult with Jeanny Mai if you have any questions.
## Overview of Deadlines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expected</th>
<th>Due by...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Second Year Project Proposal</td>
<td>June 1st, end of first year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probation Status if Proposal is not in by</td>
<td>End of Fall quarter of second year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Year Project</td>
<td>First week of Fall quarter of the third year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probation Status if Project is not in by</td>
<td>First week of Winter quarter of third year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Probation if Project is not in by</td>
<td>First week of Spring quarter of third year</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX C

Practicum Requirements

What is required?
The Adult Clinical Area requires that all its students complete one year-long practicum under Psych 594 or 597 credit.

The Child Clinical Area requires all its students to complete one year-long practicum in assessment and one in treatment, generally during their third and fourth years in the program. The practica should be child-focused, ideally providing opportunities for direct clinical contact with child clients. To fulfill the requirement for treatment, the practicum experience should be significantly if not exclusively treatment-related. Similarly, the assessment experience should be significantly if not exclusively assessment-related.

What is the procedure for selecting a practicum?
Students are encouraged to explore new opportunities for practicum experiences, to be creative, and to find something that fits well with their interests and future career goals. Peruse the “Community Resources Directory” and the “Clinical Practica” folder in the therapist lounge in the clinic as well as more general resources such as the Yellow Pages in the phone book. An online version of past practica is being developed. Talk to your more advanced classmates about possible placements. Consult with the Practicum Director.

What is the procedure for registering and gaining approval for new practicum sites?
Site personnel should contact the Practicum Director (currently Jane Simoni), who will request they complete an online Practicum Registration Form at: https://catalyst.uw.edu/webq/survey/briggsjk/7825.
In consultation with the appropriate area track and concurrence by the clinical faculty, the Practicum Director will authorize the site. You should not do practica at nonapproved sites.

What is an appropriate time commitment?
In recognition of the many competing demands on students’ time, the faculty suggest that practicum responsibilities not greatly exceed 4-8 hours per week over the course of three academic quarters for each year-long placement. When the setting generally requires an 8-12 hour commitment, this is allowable.

Are there any requirements in terms of initial training?
The practicum should provide an initial amount of training that is appropriate to the duties required.

How much supervision is required?
Regular supervision is required, normally defined as one hour of face-to-face individual supervision for every eight hours of client contact. However, slightly less supervision and group supervision are acceptable.

Who may serve as a supervisor?
Supervisors need not be licensed clinical psychologists. If they have appropriate expertise, they may hold a degree in a related field. They need not be licensed in their field.

Are students covered for liability with respect to their work at a practicum site?
According to the UW Office of Risk Management, all UW students are covered by Washington State as long as they are acting as part of a university-approved program. All are covered under an umbrella indemnification policy with no monetary limits. Students must be receiving credit for the program, and, if so, they are covered for professional liability through the UW’s policy. This means they have to register for the course for credit during Fall, Winter, and Spring quarters, and during Summer session as well if they have support that pays summer tuition (see exception below). Students also are covered if they are volunteering without credit in a university-sponsored program IF it takes place geographically on this campus. The university is responsible for UW students, not for the supervisors, who may be subject to related claims.
Once I have selected a practicum, what do I have to do before I start?
Complete the online Practicum Registration Form at:
https://catalyst.uw.edu/webq/survey/briggsjk/7834

AND register for the correct section of Psychology 597 (approximately one credit for every 3 hours per week of work).
If this is your first quarter at the practicum site, consult with the Practicum Director first. Note that you need to complete the Practicum Registration Form and register for Psychology 597 EVERY QUARTER you are involved in a practicum.

Is any other paper work required?
Complete the yearly evaluation form, which will be sent to you in the spring. Your responses on this form will provide feedback to us and will be shared with the practicum site. In addition, you will be asked to complete an additional internal "comment" portion (not shared with the practicum site) that may be useful to future students considering this practicum. This will be filed in our catalogue of practicum sites.

What if I have no summer support?
As noted above, students must register for practicum hours (Psych 593 or Psych 597) during the academic year, and during Summer session as well if they have University or extramural support (e.g., an NRSA award) that pays tuition. Students who do not have Summer support may nonetheless avail themselves of practicum training under a special provision designed to avoid financial hardship for students who would have to pay their own tuition in order to continue to see their clients in the Clinic or work at a practicum site. In such instances, with the permission of the student’s advisor, the Psych 593 (for Clinic) or 597 (for external placements) instructor, and the Director of Clinical Training, the student may participate in practicum activities and obtain clinical hours for internship application and future licensure. Students who exercise this option will formally agree to exercise the same level of professional and scholarly accountability that would be expected were they actually registered for Psych 593 or 597. In order to be eligible for this tuition waiver, students must be in good academic standing and up to date on all Clinic paperwork and other requirements. They must also complete the Practicum Registration Form.
APPENDIX D

Competency Demonstration/General Examinations

The General Examination is a requirement of the Graduate School and must meet the general guidelines specified by the Graduate School. In addition, the clinical area has some separate but not incompatible expectations. Both sets of guidelines are outlined here. Keep in mind that both must be met.

Supervisory Committee

Your Supervisory Committee’s roles are to guide you in the preparation of your graduate program, to conduct your General Examination, and to conduct your Final Examination.

1. **Composition of the Supervisory Committee**: You must set up a Supervisory Committee consisting of at least four members and not more than seven members. It is advisable to have one or more members over the minimum number to assure a necessary quorum for meetings and examinations. The following are considerations for the composition of the committee:

   A. Members of the committee must be members of the appointed Graduate Faculty, with one exception allowed. One, but not more than one, person may be appointed who is not on the Graduate Faculty. Not every faculty member is a member of the Graduate Faculty, although most are. Some new Assistant Professors, Lecturers, and Research Associates positions are not on the Graduate Faculty. If in doubt, ask the person you are considering having on your committee, call the Graduate School’s Student Services Office at 543-8720, or check the Graduate Faculty Locator: http://www.grad.washington.edu/gradfac/

   B. The majority of your members must be from your major area. Adult clinical students must initially have three clinical faculty. Child clinical students must have at least one additional child clinical faculty member besides the chair and another member who is not a member of either the adult or child clinical area. That person may be from another area of the department (e.g., Developmental, Social), or from another department or school in the University. Rounding out the committee is the Graduate School Representative (GSR; see D, below). It is wise to have at least one additional committee member because an examination requires a quorum consisting of the chair, the Graduate School Representative, and two other committee members. Having an additional member protects you in case one of your committee members cannot attend.

   C. One member of an adult student’s committee should also be from outside the clinical area (not including the GSR).

   D. You must have a Graduate School Representative (GSR) who is from a field other than Psychology. The GSR is a voting member of the committee, chosen by you on the basis of expertise in your area of study or in data analysis. The role of the GSR includes monitoring the conduct of the student’s exams, resolving potential conflicts, and facilitating communications between committee members and the student. The GSR is charged with the additional responsibility of reporting directly to the Dean of the Graduate School on the content and quality of the General and Final Examinations. The main function of the GSR is to ensure that the process allows for fairness to all parties.
2. **When to Form Your Supervisory Committee**: Your supervisory committee should be formed during your second year in the program. It is important to form this committee at this point so that your committee members can have a voice in the curriculum you follow in preparation for your General Examination (see General Examination section in this manual.) Your Supervisory Committee should be officially formed at least four months prior to the time the warrant for the General Examination is presented to the Graduate School. The committee should be formed by the first week of classes in the third year of study with the concurrence of the Director of Clinical Training (see 3 B below).

3. **Procedures for Formation of the Supervisory Committee**:
   
   A. Get an “Application for Ph.D. Supervisory Committee” form from the Graduate Program Office, by emailing Jeanny (jeanny@uw.edu).
   
   B. Discuss your committee with each potential member and get a signature (or email confirmation) on the form from each member who is willing to serve on the committee. Get the concurrence signature (or email) from the Director of Clinical Training. As noted above, this must occur by the beginning of your third year to avoid unwelcome attention from the Department’s Graduate Training Committee.
   
   C. Return the completed form with signatures or emails to the Psychology Graduate Program Office. After the Graduate Program Coordinator evaluates the representation on your proposed committee, an official request will be prepared and sent to the Graduate School.

4. **Changing (Reconstituting) your Committee**: For appropriate reasons, it is possible to change the members of your committee. For example, if your dissertation focus has changed, a different committee member (or even a different committee) may be more appropriate. If a change is needed, follow the steps outlined below.

   A. Get a "Request for Supervisory Committee Reconstitution" form from the Graduate Program Office, by emailing Jeanny (jeanny@uw.edu).
   
   B. Indicate the changes to be made, and your reasons for making these changes.
   
   C. Get the signatures/emails of any members who are being added to, or removed from, the committee.
   
   C. Return the completed form with signatures or emails to the Graduate Program Office. After the Graduate Program Coordinator evaluates the change(s) proposed, an official request will be prepared and sent to the Graduate School.

5. **Meetings with your Supervisory Committee**

   A. During your second year in our program, you should form and meet with your Supervisory Committee to plan the course work, reading, and other activity you will do in preparation for your General Exam.
   
   B. The committee will meet for the oral portion of your General Examination. If your exam is entirely written, then the committee will meet to evaluate the written exam.
   
   C. A formal meeting is held to approve your dissertation proposal as part of the General Exam procedure.
   
   D. The committee will meet for your Final Examination, during which you will defend your dissertation.
E. Other meetings may be scheduled as you and the chair of your committee deem necessary.
General Examination

In order to successfully pass generals four things are required:

1. A written publication-quality empirical article conducted after beginning graduate school at the University of Washington. The student should have played a key role, both conceptually and analytically, in preparing the study on which the article is based, and the student should be first or sole author. This study will usually be the student's second year project. However, in cases where the second year project is not publication-worthy, another piece of work can be used to meet this requirement. The requirement is that students will have to submit the article to a peer-reviewed journal for review.

2. A comprehensive written review of the literature on a topic of the student's choosing, based on consultation with the student's advisor and committee. This review would ideally be in the form of a *Clinical Psychology Review* or *Psychological Bulletin* article. The paper should be in the 30-50-page range and should include a critical review of the relevant literature, discuss important theoretical and methodological issues in that topic area, and address future directions in which empirical and theoretical development should proceed.

3. A formal written research proposal that will be the basis for the doctoral dissertation. The proposal will typically be in the same area as the literature review paper, but it may also be in a different area, reflecting the student's current research interests. In the latter case, the dissertation research proposal should include a review of the relevant literature on the new topic. This review need not be as comprehensive as the literature review in (Requirement 2), but it needs to be at least at the level of a literature review for a major journal article or NRSA/NSF proposal and demonstrate that you know the background literature. A first draft of the proposal should be distributed to the committee at least three weeks prior to the examination date to ensure the opportunity to incorporate feedback into the final proposal.

4. An oral defense of the literature review paper (Requirement 2) and the dissertation research proposal (Requirement 3), planned in consultation with the chair and other members of the committee. This oral defense before the student's doctoral committee will include both a presentation by the student and a period of questioning from the committee.

Protocol for papers to your committee: Check with your committee members to see if they would like a hard copy of general exam materials and dissertations. Some may be satisfied with an electronic version, whereas others would rather not have to print large documents or would prefer a hard copy to write on.

Your General Examination must be officially scheduled with the Graduate School at least three weeks prior to the actual date of your exam. The Graduate Program Advisor can provide directions on how to do this, email jeanny@uw.edu. If all is in order (your committee was set up in time, all members of your committee are in residence, you are registered) a warrant will be created and emailed to you as a pdf by the Graduate Program Advisor. If your written exam is to be the only requirement, schedule the date of that with the Graduate School as your General Examination. If there will be some additional meeting, schedule the final meeting or requirement as the General Examination.

Please print out one copy of your warrant and bring it to your exam. Your Graduate School Representative (GSR), your committee chairperson and two additional committee members must sign the warrant before it is returned to the Graduate Program Advisor, G-127. Your GSR will have his/her own paperwork to complete for the Graduate School directly and s/he will know where to obtain this form. Jeanny can help if s/he is unable to locate the form.
**APPENDIX E**

**Dissertation Proposals**

The clinical program requires that all students submit a written dissertation proposal to their Supervisory Committee, and have it approved, prior to application for internship. The length, breadth, and detail contained in this proposal is up to the discretion of the committee. Typically, the dissertation proposal is similar to a journal article, without the full results and discussion section. Modifications to the dissertation plans approved by the committee should be discussed with the committee as they occur. This is suggested as a safeguard for the student. Indeed, **seeking close consultation with committee members throughout the dissertation process is always a good idea.** The Graduate School Manual spells out detailed procedures for the final examination and dissertation defense.

**Application for Internships**

Admission to internships is an independent process, which does not take place under the auspices of the program. That is, faculty members in this program are not involved in where students will be accepted to internship programs, which always takes place outside of the department. In order to count toward a degree in clinical psychology, the internship must be APA approved, or in rare cases, APA equivalent. The APA requires a PRE-DOCTORAL internship for a Ph.D. in clinical psychology. Under both University and APA regulations, the Ph.D. cannot be formally conferred until the internship is completed and the dissertation defended. Whenever possible, we strongly recommend completion and, if possible, defense of the dissertation before beginning the internship so that you can devote yourself entirely to the internship.

Nonetheless, all internships in the National Match require as part of the APPI process certification and a letter of evaluation from the Director of Clinical Training stating that the student is in good standing in the program, not on probation, and is ready for internship. The Director of Clinical Training will only provide such certification under the following circumstances:

1. The student must have completed the General Examination.
2. The student must have a written dissertation proposal that has been approved by the thesis Supervisory Committee.
3. The student must be in good standing in the program. The Director of Clinical Training will not write a letter for students who are on WARNING or PROBATION status.
4. The student’s advisor must notify the Director of Clinical Training (e-mail notification is allowed) that the student is ready for internship (that they know the student has a defended proposal and will complete coursework before the year’s end) before they write a letter of recommendation for the internship.
5. The student must be in good standing at the Clinic. Students should make sure that their clinical paperwork (e.g., termination reports, etc.) is in good order prior to applying for internship.

Although not an official requirement, it is **highly** recommended that students have their dissertation data collected and analyzed prior to actually leaving for internship. Ideally, you should also have the dissertation written and defended. Students who leave for internship before gathering and analyzing their data invariably take a longer time to complete their Ph.D. Completion of the dissertation allows students to devote themselves totally to the rich training opportunities
offered by the internship and to accept jobs or postdoctoral appointments that begin immediately after the internship year. Many of our students get job or postdoc offers at their internship settings, and it is unfortunate if they are not in a position to take advantage of such opportunities because they have to finish up their dissertation.

Final Examination/Dissertation Defense

As stated earlier, the APA requires a pre-doctoral internship for a clinical degree. If your Ph.D. is conferred prior to completion of internship, that would go against APA regulations and when it comes time for licensing, you may find yourself ineligible. Please see below for your options in this situation.

FINAL EXAM (Dissertation Defense) BEFORE INTERNSHIP

If you take your final exam (defend your dissertation) before you go on internship, you have only one choice for turning in the final draft to the Graduate School:

You must submit a Petition to the Dean to graduate without being registered. The petition must include a timetable for completion of the internship and submittal of the dissertation. Then apply for on-leave status (Autumn, Winter, Spring only. Summer quarter is free/automatic) to complete your internship. During internship, either you, your advisor, or a trusted friend holds everything—dissertation, signed approval form, and signed warrant—until the final quarter of your internship, or the one after that. Once your internship has been successfully completed, you should get a statement (e-mail or letter) from your internship supervisor, stating that this is the case and have copies sent directly to both the Director of Clinical Training and the Graduate Program Advisor in the Psychology Department. You then return, submit the paperwork to the Graduate School within the appropriate quarter, and get your degree. (Or have that trusted friend submit the paperwork for you in your absence.) Registration when you submit your dissertation is NOT necessary once your petition has been approved.

FINAL EXAM (Dissertation Defense) AFTER INTERNSHIP

If you do not take your final exam (defend your dissertation) before you go on internship, you must be registered for a minimum of two credits in the quarter in which you defend and when the dissertation is submitted, if these two events happen in separate quarters. Register for your final quarter(s) at the minimum of 2 credits in order to return to student status. The per-credit cost will be based on the prevailing resident or non-resident tuition figure and will be your responsibility to cover (unless your advisor has funds and the two of you arranged this in advance).

IMPORTANT: ELECTRONIC DISSERTATION SUBMISSION

The final submission of your dissertation is now an electronic process and completely free (unless you wish to order personal bound copies): http://www.grad.washington.edu/students/etd/info.shtml Also note that the degree is awarded at the END of the quarter in which it is earned. This becomes crucial when you have a job that begins in September and requires the Ph.D., but your degree is not effective until December! Please check in with the Graduate Program Advisor (jeanny@uw.edu) and get informed about your personal timeline to completion. The DCT (and, in some cases, the Registrar) will also be asked to certify to your job/postdoc site that you have completed all requirements before you can be formally hired.
FUTURE LICENSURE

Even if you go into an academic setting, most of you will probably want to be licensed so that you can do clinical supervision. To prepare yourself for that eventuality, be sure you retain all of your syllabi, for a licensing board may ask you to justify that you have met APA competency requirements (see p. 34). Sometimes, there are issues related to number of credits, for some licensing bodies require 5 semester hours to satisfy a breadth area, so you’ll need to show that your quarter course was equivalent (generally not hard if you have the syllabus). Scan and keep an electronic copy of all syllabi, reading lists, etc., or at least a hard copy.

The Examination for Professional Practice of Psychology (EPPP)

All states and provinces require a passing score on the EPPP in order to sit for licensure. In the past, this test was taken after the doctorate, as is still the case for the vast majority of applicants. However, it is possible to take the test before the doctorate and the scores will still apply for licensure if you exceed the cut-off score. The dissertation year after the completion of all coursework might be a time to consider preparing for and taking the test.

The ASPPB Credentials Bank

As noted above, we recommend that you make use of the Association of State and Provincial Psychology Boards Credential Bank, a repository of licensure-related information (http://www.asppb.net/i4a/pages/index.cfm?pageid=3463).

The Credentials Bank is the best place to store vital information such as: all your course syllabi; ASPPB EPPP scores; transcripts; letters of recommendation; internship and postdoctoral experience hours; continuing education certificates, CVs, etc. Once archived, this information can be updated, accessed, and submitted to any psychology licensing board, employer, or other agency per your written request. The convenience of the "Bank" helps to reduce potential hassles associated with documenting compliance with licensure criteria, particularly long after one’s training and initial licensure, or if you move to a different state. Get license-related letters of recommendation and certifications from internship staff and others when you finish working with them while they still remember vividly how wonderful you are.
Sexual Offenses

The University is committed to providing its faculty, staff, and students with an environment conducive to the pursuit of knowledge. Conduct constituting a sexual offense, whether forcible or non-forcible, such as rape, assault or sexual harassment, will not be tolerated.

Rape and other forcible or nonforcible sex offenses may result in a variety of disciplinary actions, including suspension or termination from the University. In cases involving an alleged sexual offense, the accuser and the accused are entitled to the same opportunities to have others present during a disciplinary hearing. Both the accuser and accused shall be informed of the outcome of any campus disciplinary proceeding as a result of an alleged sexual assault.

The University of Washington provides educational programs aimed at the prevention of sexual offenses and at reducing the likelihood of faculty, staff, and students becoming victims. The University Police, through its Crime Prevention Unit, offer a variety of programs and services on personal and property protection.

Standards of Conduct

A. The University is a public institution having special responsibility for providing instruction in higher education, for advancing knowledge through scholarship and research, and for providing related services to the community. As a center of learning, the University also has the obligation to maintain conditions which are conducive to freedom of inquiry and expression in the maximum degree compatible with the orderly conduct of its functions. For these purposes the University is governed by regulations and procedures which safeguard its functions, and which at the same time protect the rights and freedoms of all members of the academic community.

B. Admission to the University carries with it the presumption that students will conduct themselves as responsible members of the academic community. Thus, when the student enrolls in the University, the student likewise assumes the obligation to observe standards of conduct which are appropriate to the pursuit of academic goals. Stated in general terms, the student has the obligation to:

1. Maintain high standards of academic and professional honesty and integrity.

2. Respect the rights, privileges, and property of other members of the academic community and visitors to the campus, refraining from actions which would interfere with the University functions or endanger the health, safety, or welfare of other persons.

3. Comply with the rules and regulations of the University and its schools, colleges, and departments.

C. Specific regulations on student activities shall be in accord with these general standards.

Disciplinary Actions

A. Most disciplinary proceedings will be conducted informally between the student and the student’s academic dean in matters relating to academic work, and between the student and the Office of Student Affairs in other matters. More formal procedures are provided, however, including an impartial hearing before the University Disciplinary Committee; these procedures may be invoked either by the officer dealing with the case or by the
student involved. In all situations, whether handled formally or informally, basic standards of fairness will be observed in the determination of 1) the truth or falsity of the charges against the student, 2) whether the alleged misconduct is in fact a violation of University standards of conduct, and, if so, 3) what sanctions should be imposed. The criteria for judging student misconduct shall be the general standards of conduct as stated in Section 1.

B. When questions of mental or physical health are raised in conduct cases, the dean, the Office of Student Affairs, or the University Disciplinary Committee may request the student to appear for examination before two physician-consultants designated by the Dean of the School of Medicine. The physician-consultants may call upon the Student Health Center for any other professional assistance they deem necessary. After examining the student, and consulting with the student’s personal physician, the physician-consultants shall make a recommendation to the referring agency as to whether the case should be handled as a disciplinary matter or as a case for medical or other treatment. Decisions based upon these recommendations are the responsibility of the referring agency. Such decisions may be appealed.

C. In the case of student conduct which involves an alleged or proven violation of law, the disciplinary authority of the University will not be used to duplicate the function of civil authorities. Disciplinary action may be taken if the conduct also involves a violation of University standards and the interests of the University community are distinct from those of the civil authorities.

D. A student who has been judges to have violated University standards of conduct will be subject to disciplinary sanctions, up to and including dismissal from the University for the most serious offenses. In the case of students who are unmarried minors, such sanctions may be reported to parents or legal guardians at the discretion of the officer or agency taking the action expect that dismissal of a minor will always be reported to the student’s parents or legal guardians.

**Disciplinary Sanctions**

1. Disciplinary Warning: Notice to a student, either orally or in writing, that the student has been in violation of University rules or regulations or has otherwise failed to meet the University’s standards of conduct. Such warnings will include the statement that continuation or repetition of the specific conduct involved or other misconduct will normally result in one of the more serious disciplinary actions described below.

2. Reprimand: Formal action censuring a student for violation of University rules or regulations or the failure to meet the University’s standard of conduct. Reprimands are always made in writing to the student by the officers or agency taking action, with copies to the Office of Student Affairs. A reprimand will include the statement that continuation or repetition of the specific conduct involved or other misconduct will normally result in one of the more serious disciplinary actions described below.

3. Restitution: An individual student may be required to make restitution for damage or loss to University or other property and for injury to persons. Failure to make arrangements to pay will result in cancellation of the student’s registration and will prevent the student from re-registration.

4. Disciplinary Probation: Formal action placing conditions upon the student’s continued attendance for violation of University rules or regulations or other failure to meet the University’s standards of conduct. The office placing the student on disciplinary probation will specify, in writing, the period of probation and the conditions thereof, such as limiting the student’s participation in extra-curricular activities. Disciplinary probation warns the student that any further misconduct will automatically raise the question of dismissal from the University. Disciplinary probation may be for a specified term or for an indefinite period, which may extend to graduation or other termination of the student’s enrollment in the University.
5. Dismissal: If a graduate student’s performance, or progress, or promise of completion of his or her graduate program is unsatisfactory, it is requested that advice and recommendations concerning the student be transmitted promptly to the Dean of the Graduate School who may send an appropriate letter to the graduate student relating to a change in his or her status.

Procedures for Review of Allegations of Academic and Scientific/Professional Misconduct

These procedures are for review of claims of academic misconduct such as cheating on tests, plagiarism, etc. as it pertains to coursework by psychology graduate students regardless of the department in which the course is housed, and professional/scientific misconduct such as plagiarism, data misrepresentation, violations of confidentiality, etc.

Allegations of academic or scientific/professional misconduct by a graduate student in psychology will always be taken seriously. Student misconduct falls into two categories:

1. Allegations of academic misconduct such as first accusation of a small incidence of plagiarism or of sharing of information on course assignments when asked to act individually.

2. Allegations of serious academic misconduct such as blatant or premeditated cheating or extensive, repeated plagiarism by a Psychology Graduate Student or any allegation of scientific/professional misconduct.

Allegations of academic misconduct that fall into the first category will be reviewed by an ad hoc group made up of the course instructor, Psychology Graduate Program Coordinator (Director of Graduate Training), and the student’s primary advisor. If the student wishes to petition the decision of this group, the case will be reviewed by the more formal procedures outlined below.

When alleged misconduct falls into the second category, the Graduate program Coordinator (Director of Graduate Training) and the Department Chair will appoint an ad hoc subcommittee of the Graduate Training Committee (GTC) to review the charges. This committee will be composed of three faculty members. The student under review may request that a student representative also be appointed to the committee. The student representative would be selected in consultation with the Graduate Program Coordinator and would be a non-voting member of the committee. GTC members from the student’s area of study or who have direct research/training connections with the student whose conduct is under review cannot serve on the ad hoc committee.

Ad hoc committee members will review the evidence of the misconduct and may interview the faculty member(s) making the allegation, the student under review and any others who might have knowledge of the alleged infraction. All discussions and deliberations of the ad hoc committee shall be confidential unless and until there is a determination of misconduct that needs to be shared with others in the department, the Graduate School, or the dean or divisional dean of the College of Arts and Sciences. If the ad hoc committee finds that academic misconduct has occurred, it will determine the appropriate sanction for the behavior. Sanctions for academic misconduct may range from a written warning to the student to assignment of a failing grade on the assignment or in the course in which the transgression occurred. Sanctions for scientific/professional misconduct may range from report of the misconduct to dismissal from the program (following review by the College and by the University’s Division of Student Life).

In all cases where fault is determined, a letter will be placed in the student’s academic file noting the transgression and action and a copy forwarded to the student’s primary advisor/committee chair and the head of the student’s area of study. In the case of academic misconduct, the committee may indicate a sunset date for the letter mandating that the letter be removed from the student’s file at some future time point assuming no additional allegations of misconduct are received.
Subsequent findings of academic misconduct would result in more serious consequences and could result in termination from the program (following review by the College and by the University’s Division of Student Life). Letters indicating findings of scientific/professional misconduct will remain in the students file in perpetuity.

Students who disagree with the outcome of the department review may ask for review of the case by the College of Arts and Sciences Committee on Academic Misconduct:

(http://depts.washington.edu/grading/pdf/StudentInfo.pdf)

and/or the University’s Division of Student Life Unit on Community Standards and Student Conduct:

(http://depts.washington.edu/cssc/conductoverview.html)

Student Academic Grievance Procedures

To provide internal mechanisms whereby graduate and undergraduate students at the University of Washington may address problems or grievances which are academic in nature, in an equitable and timely manner, it is the policy of the University that each of the schools and colleges shall develop and provide Student Academic Grievance Procedures.

See: http://www.grad.washington.edu/policies/memoranda/memo33.shtml

Procedures

A. When a question arises concerning an alleged violation by a member of the faculty of a rule or regulation of the University, its schools, colleges or departments, and informal preliminary inquiry appears warranted, such inquiry shall be undertaken by the appropriate chairman, dean, or by a special investigating committee of three faculty members chosen by the Chairman of the Faculty Council on Faculty Affairs and who are not directly involved in the questions being considered. The chairman, dean or special investigating committee shall first fully inform the faculty member of the nature and specific content of the alleged violation and next shall offer to discuss the question with the faculty member and with the party raising the question. The matter may be concluded at this point by the mutual consent of all parties in question.

Any of the aforementioned parties may request the advice and mediation of the Advisory Committee defined in Section 25.62A.2 of the Faculty Code. The Advisory Committee, when so requested, shall consult privately with that party, may offer confidential advice, and shall attempt to effect a mutually accepted adjustment if possible.

B. If at any time prior to or during the informal inquiry the faculty member requests that formal proceedings be held, these shall be initiated by the Chairman of the above described Committee on Faculty Conduct within one month of the request or the matter shall be dropped. If the chairman, dean, or special investigating committee determines that the alleged violation is of sufficient seriousness to justify formal proceedings, charges shall be submitted to the Chairman of the Committee on Faculty Conduct who must begin proceedings within one month.

C. In the event that formal proceedings are conducted before the Committee on Faculty Conduct, such proceedings shall be in accordance with the principles for hearing procedures provided for the Tenure Committee in the Faculty Code, Section 25-62B, C, D, E, F.1-7, and F.10-13. A verbatim record of the
proceedings shall be kept. The cost of such record shall be borne by the University. The Committee shall provide a copy of the proceedings to the faculty member and to the charging authority.
Financial Assistance

The latest information on financial aid is found in the Department’s Graduate Program Manual. Changes that might occur after the printing of that manual and the Clinical Program Manual are communicated to students by the Graduate Program Administrator (Jeanny Mai). Jeanny should be consulted on any financial aid issue that you might encounter during the academic year.

Here is the most current information we have as of August, 2011:

TA AND RA POLICY

TA Assignment Procedures

Many of these procedures are now governed by the union contract between the UW and the graduate students’ representative UAW. For details see: <http://www.washington.edu/admin/hr/laborrel/contracts/uaw/addons/>.

1. In the fall of each year, the Psychology Department surveys the courses to be taught in the following year and the grants pending and makes an estimate of the number of TA and RA slots likely to be available. This estimate is used, in conjunction with commitments already made to continuing students, in deciding how many new graduate students will be accepted for the following year. Definite offers of support are not made to new students until the funds for each position are assured.

2. Each quarter, all current graduate students and faculty are asked to state preferences for funding and assistance for the following quarter via Catalyst survey. Preferences for Autumn Quarter are collected during Summer Quarter. New first year students serving as TAs are automatically assigned a course.

3. Make sure to submit the TA request Catalyst survey by the deadline listed when the quarterly request email is sent.

4. Based on stated preferences, and funding priorities (see Priorities, below), formal appointment offers are made for both TA and RA positions just prior to the beginning of the quarter for which they are effective. It is not possible to make these any further in advance primarily due to the uncertainty of course registration and research funds.

5. Students on Probation. If a student is on External Warn, Probation, or Final Probation status with the Graduate School, he or she cannot be a candidate for a TA Fellow or Lead TA position. If a student is on internal warn status, he or she can only be appointed to the Lead TA or TA Fellow positions after consultation with, and approval of, the student’s advisor(s) and the Director of Graduate Training. After each meeting of the Graduate Training Committee (GTC), the faculty member in charge of recruiting and assigning the Lead TA and TA Fellow positions will be informed about students who are currently not in good standing (or are in questionable standing) in our program.

SUMMER QUARTER WARNING: The promise of support given to incoming students is for the regular academic year. Summer Quarter operates on a separate budget and is outside of this promise. Therefore, most students have to look elsewhere for summer support. It follows that the TA priority system, being based on the promise of a support letter, does NOT apply to Summer Quarter. The most important criteria in selecting for summer TAs are competence, instructor preference, and student preference.

There are only one-fourth as many Teaching Assistantships available during Summer Quarter as there are during each of the three quarters of the academic year. This does not include several courses taught entirely by senior graduate students. Hence, we can NOT give TAs to all those graduate students who request them for Summer Quarter. You should consult your advisor and the faculty member who heads your area for other possible sources of Summer Quarter financial support.
Graduate students who rely on TAs should, from the beginning of the year, work on alternative sources of summer support. If, for example, you are offered a Research Assistantship that supports you in some but not all of the four quarters, if possible, try to arrange for the RAship during summer quarter as one of those quarters.

**TA Assignment Priorities**

Teaching Assistantship assignments are made near the end of the quarter prior to the actual appointment. This process requires students to complete a Catalyst survey on which they specify their requests for TA positions for the following quarter. TAs are then assigned courses by the Director of Graduate Training in collaboration with the Graduate Program Advisor and graduate student volunteers, according to the following criteria: a) the student’s qualifications to teach the course, b) the student’s priority ranking (see below), c) the preferences of the instructor (from among qualified potential TAs) and of the graduate students (from among available courses), and d) the student’s demonstrated teaching ability. The overriding consideration in assigning TAs is the quality and enhancement of instruction.

The following priority system is applied in the TA assignment process: Priority I First-year students who were given an explicit promise of support during that year as an inducement to enter the program. These students are top priority for TAs only in the Autumn, Winter, and Spring Quarters of their first year. In Summer Quarter, they are on a par with students in Priority II and III. Only Priority I students are guaranteed a TAship during the academic year. Priority II Second-, Third-, and Fourth-year students who were admitted with explicit promises of support or, who were later placed at this priority level by the faculty in their area or program, and who are not on Probation or Final Probation with the Graduate School. In some cases, Priority III students may be given preference over Priority II students in making TA assignments, e.g., courses requiring special knowledge or skills such as statistics or clinical seminars. Priority III Students who were admitted with no promise of support, students beyond their 4th year of study, and students on Probation or Final Probation.

*An internal action, i.e., department watch or warn status, does not affect a student’s priority level.* As far as possible, student and instructor requests for positions will be matched within the guidelines shown above. Instructors and students are given up to six choices of requests for appointments. If the first choice request is not possible, an attempt is made to provide the second or third choice. As instructors are held responsible for the conduct of courses, every effort is made to provide them with the personnel they request. Any student who is assigned to a class that he or she did not request can contact the Director of Graduate Training to discuss the assignment or request a review of the assignment.

**TA Evaluations and Priorities for Future TA Assignments:** As the assignment of TAs is primarily to provide undergraduate teaching services, formal evaluation of students in terms of their competence as TAs will be considered in the making of future assignments. All TAs teaching quiz sections must be evaluated by the students in their classes. In addition, instructors will be requested to evaluate their TAs each quarter. Evaluations, along with formal letters of appointment for each TA, will be placed in a separate folder for each student and will be made available for review upon request.

**Teaching Experience Requirement**

Since the Psychology Department has required that students obtain teaching experience if they wish to receive recommendations for teaching jobs, students requesting TA positions who have not previously held such a position will have some priority over students who have been teaching regularly. This, of course, will be weighed with other factors, including the needs of the course in question.

Evening and summer appointments are of two general kinds: assistant to the instructor of the course in large classes or laboratories; or instructor of the course. In the former case, we restrict the level to the payroll rate determined by the student’s progress in the program (look for salary levels under Appointment Ranks section, page 59). In the latter instance, we appoint the graduate student at the Pre-doctoral Teaching Associate II regardless of program status. For budgetary reasons, we are limited to a very small number of such positions to cover both kinds of appointments.

**Research Assistantships**
If a student is requested by the Principal Investigator (PI) and wishes to accept the appointment, that student will be awarded the RA position. This is done because PIs are responsible for the conduct of the research. If the PI does not have a particular request, students are sent by the Director of Graduate Training to interview for the position, based on the same priorities that are stated for assigning Teaching Assistantships. The RAs’ responsibilities are to the PI and the respective research project providing the salary (which may or may not coincide with the student’s own personal research interests). These appointments should never be confused with fellowships which allow the student research freedom.

Fellowships and Traineeships

Fellowships and traineeships which may be under Departmental control are awarded by the Chair, after consultation with appropriate faculty and as dictated by the conditions of the fellowship in question. Graduate students are encouraged to apply for any other advertised fellowship or traineeships for which they are eligible. Watch the Departmental newsletter, or your e-mail, for announcements of awards, internships, etc., being offered by other agencies. See information on-line at: <http://www.lib.washington.edu/gfis>. In many instances, all or part of the student’s tuition and fees are paid by the fellowship or training grant. Questions concerning payment of tuition should be clarified before the onset of the appointment.

Appointment Ranks

The University has two main types of pay scales for TAs and RAs. They can be found in the general catalog under the graduate school appointment section or see:<http://www.grad.washington.edu/fellow/salaryschedule.htm> for a list of monthly salaries. Below is a summary of our most common appointment ranks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TAs RAs Appointment Status:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Predoctoral Teaching or Predoctoral Research Associate I (PDTAI, PDRAI): 1st year and up, until you pass generals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predoctoral Teaching Predoctoral Research Associate II (PDTAII OR PDRAII): Ph.C. (Candidate) Status Awarded, i.e., General Exam Passed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predoctoral Instructor and Predoctoral Researcher to be determined</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Psychology Department petitioned and received permission to pay our students at a higher level than that of other departments on campus. This is called the variable rate scale and can be found at: <http://www.grad.washington.edu/fellow/salaryschedule.htm>. As a result, we now have only two (higher) pay levels. The first level will be paid to all students until such time as they pass their general exam. The second level will be paid to all students who have successfully passed the general exam to attain Ph.C. status. To clarify, the second level grade will begin the quarter the Ph.C. status is awarded by the Graduate School. If you complete your generals during a school break, your Ph.C. will be conferred at the end of the following quarter (that is, your raise won’t go into effect for a full quarter). Please keep the quarterly deadlines in mind as you schedule your generals.

Your salary level as an RA is determined by the Principal Investigator (PI) of the grant budget funding your RAship. Factors affecting your salary level include your graduate student classification (see TA appointment ranks above), your duties on the project, and the amount of money available in the grant. Usually, faculty project directors budget sufficient funds to provide for the higher pay levels. You cannot, however, be paid more than your level justifies; you could be paid less. Discuss your salary level with the PI of the grant.

The funding level at which you are hired at the beginning of the quarter is in effect for the entire quarter of your appointment. If you become eligible for the second pay level during the quarter, you will not be promoted to the higher salary until your Ph.C. status is awarded and you hold a TA/RA appointment.
Standard Deductions from TA/RA Paychecks

1. Federal Withholding Tax on salary
2. “Medical Aid” (state accident/health insurance termed “Workingman’s Compensation” to provide for on-the-job injuries.) This deduction is quite small so it is the least painful of these deductions. In cases of injury during the period of your service appointment, contact the Administrator (G-119), who has the appropriate claim forms.
3. Union Dues: All TA/RAs are obligated to pay union dues. These are automatically deducted for employees upon written authorization by the individual employee. Recognized payroll deduction authorization cards may be submitted to the Employer's Payroll Office. Importantly, students who are being paid hourly rates rather than TA/RA appointments may be eligible to stop making dues payments, but it is the sole responsibility of the employee to file a written notice with the Employer's Payroll Office and also to file written notice with the Union (Washington Federation of State Employees, 1212 Jefferson Street, Suite 300, Olympia, Washington 98501) thirty (30) calendar days prior to the effective day of the month following the 30-day period above. See the union contract for more details.

Standard Appointment Periods

Teaching assistantships, as stated earlier, are made on a quarterly basis only, and have arbitrary payroll dates which do not coincide with the actual instructional period of the quarter. These payroll periods are as follows:
- Autumn Sept. 16 - Dec. 15 (3 months)
- Winter Dec. 16 - Mar. 15 (3 months)
- Spring Mar. 16 - June 15 (3 months)
- Summer June 16 - Aug. 15 (TAs) or June 16 - Sept 15 (RAs)

The TA’s responsibility is to the course and the instructor to whom he/she is assigned for the entire quarter which the above appointment periods represent, not to exceed 220 hours during the pay period hours and excluding the one week of vacation per payroll period as authorized in the union contract. There is now a provision for vacation which should generally be taken during quarter breaks. This does not carry over into future years.

Research assistantships can be for any period, but usually follow the quarterly dates as in the TA appointments. The standard practice is to make RA appointments for full or half months, although there is no regulation prohibiting the appointment for irregular periods, in which cases payment is computed on a daily basis from the monthly rate. However, the RA, unlike the TA, is expected to be on duty during the actual period of the appointment, not to exceed 220 hours and excluding the one week of vacation per payroll period as authorized in the union contract.

For further information please consult your union contract at <http://www.washington.edu/admin/hr/laborrel/contracts/uaw/addons/>.

Qualifying for a Tuition Waiver: During Autumn, Winter, and Spring Quarters (the academic year) both RAs and TAs must be employed full time (20 hours per week) and be on the active payroll for at least five of the six pay periods in order to qualify for a tuition waiver. You must also be registered for a minimum of 10 credits per quarter to qualify – see below.

TUITION AND RESIDENCY

Tuition
Current quarterly resident and non-resident tuition and fees can be found at <http://www.washington.edu/admin/pb/home/opb-tuition.htm>.

Residency
If you are currently a non-resident who expects to be eligible for resident status after living here for at least one year, please apply for residency during Spring Quarter of your first year. This is essential for students appointed as teaching or research assistants during their graduate training. Each year the Department is allocated a limited number of non-resident tuition waivers, almost half of which go to first year students. If the number of non-resident students with
TA/RA support exceeds the number of waivers allotted, some graduate students will be required to pay full non-resident tuition.

To obtain resident status, you must submit a formal application. This process takes time and should be started early. The application is available on-line at <http://depts.washington.edu registra/forms>. Many criteria must be met (such as registering to vote, obtaining a Washington State driver’s license and registering your car.) A list of all the documents needed is available at: the following website: <http://www.washington.edu/students/reg/residency.html>. Residence applications and further information are also available at the Residence Classification Office, 264 Schmitz Hall (phone: 206-543-5932).

Due to restrictions in granting of residency to out of state “students” by the State of Washington, please pay careful attention to the distinction between stating that you reside in Washington solely for school versus with the intent to live in Washington for other purposes.

Payment of Tuition and Fees

One of the eligibility requirements for holding TA/RA positions is full-time registration of a minimum of 10 graduate credits per quarter. Exception: For Summer Quarter only, the minimum is 2 graduate credits. See: Registration Requirements chart on page 11. If you have a student loan you may be required to register for the full 10 credits during the Summer Quarter as well. If you are unsure, please check with Student Fiscal Services in Schmitz 129 and speak with a counselor.<http://f2.washington.edu/fm/sfs/>. Most of the tuition and fees will be automatically paid for any TA or RA who is appointed to a 50% or greater position (i.e., 20 hours or more per week). However, you will receive a bill for certain fees that must be paid by Friday of the third week of the quarter. Failure to pay these fees by the deadline will result in an additional “late payment fee” being assessed to your account. See the Academic Calendar or the General Catalog for deadlines and rates. http://www.washington.edu/students/reg/calendar.html. EVEN IF YOUR TUITION BILL IS INCORRECT, BE SURE TO PAY THE REQUIRED STUDENT FEES PRIOR TO THE DUE DATE.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT AND SUPPLEMENTAL INCOME

The number of summer TA positions available is nearly one fourth of those available during the academic year. It is, therefore, important for graduate students to plan ahead for alternative funding in the form of RA, fellowship, or traineeship appointments, and even to prepare small research grant applications to such on-campus facilities as the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Institute, the Graduate School Research Fund, etc., by contacting their faculty advisors, training grant directors, and, in the case of grant applications, Susan Carpenter-Brandt, the Associate Administrator.

WAGNER TRAVEL GRANTS

Wagner Award travel grants to support clinical students’ convention presentations are available through the Department. Simply send the DCT an e-mail indicating that a presentation has been accepted, the name and location of the convention, and the title and authors of the presentation (first authorship is preferential for funding). Indicate the airfare and lodging costs and other support you have for the trip. The Wagner Committee will review and authorize the maximum expenditure we can, depending on the number of requests and the balance in the Wagner Fund. When authorized, complete the departmental application form, which can be obtained from Margaret Cheng.